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Convicted:

Tri-Beta
honors
car crash
victim

Highlawn
fails to
pay taxes
By

COLLEEN SCHORN

BY MARIA NOSAL

senior writer

staff writer

Local owners of Highlawn
Pavilion were convicted last
Wednesday in Rockingham
County Circuit Court for failure to pay state sales and city
meals taxes.
Brenda and Nick Neohtis
were found guilty of embezzlement in Virginia's first felony
conviction for failure to pay sales
tax. Sentencing is scheduled for
April 1 and each could be sentenced to up to 20 years in prison
or up to a $1500 fine.
The
conviction
covers crimes committed from
January 2002 until March 2004.
which totalled $108,000.
Gene Hart, the attorney
for Nick Neofibs, said thai
his client already has plans
to appeal. Hart also said that
this was the first time the
embezzlement statue had
been used in such a case.
"Thai is certainty a case that
will be appealed," Hart said. He
said this is a tax case and not an
embezzlement issue. Although
the Commonwealth proved
Highlawn Pavilion. LLC, the
company that owns Highlawn
Pavilion, failed to pay taxes in a
timely manna Hart said Nick
\eo8tie has done iwhmg wrong
"The Commonwealth allegations were against Nick and
Brenda, but it hadn't proved
they had taken the money for
their personal use," Hart said.
He said Highlawn Pavilion
also is owned by LLC, but only
the Neofittses were brought to
court for the charges.
Since the bar is owned by a
"mix of corporation and partnership," according to Hart Nick
Neofitis should not have been
brought to court personally.
Hart also said that at the

The biology honor society Beta Beta Beta wiU offer a
scholarship in honor of a former member who was killed
in a car crash in 2001
Ian Kincheloe was on his way
home for Thanksgiving break in
2001 when he was involved in
the single-car accident
"I came across this article
in The Breeze and found out
about Kincheloe," said junior
Tri-Beta member Gene Wong,
a student senator.
When Wong contacted
Kincheloe's family, they promised to match whatever funds
Tri-Beta raised.
"When the family found
out we were doing fund raising
around the same time as his
passing, they were in shock and
wanted to help," Wong said.
Through T-shirt sales, TriBeta raised $250 and has proposed a bill asking the Student
Government Association for
$500 from contingency. If the
bill passes in the Student Senate.
Tri-Beta will have raised $750
for the scholarship. The total
scholarship will be $1,500.
"Kincheloe was a model

pfecag Daannoa by CASEY TEMPLETON/«tf p/wograpiwr

Cell Watch

House to decide if minors can drive, call
BY STEPHANIE STRAUSS

senior writer
A bill passed in the Virginia
Senate last month will prevent teens
under the age of 18 from talking on
cell phones while driving.
The bill won passage in the Senate
with a vote of 32-7, and will now advance
to the Virginia House of Delegates.
Teens violating the law will also be
ticketed if they do not wear seatbelts,
according to the bill.
"V* feel that the teen driver with the
provisional license and a learner's permit
should be dedicated to one single act
and that is the awesome lesponsibility of
driving a can" said the bin's sponsor Sen.
Jay O'Brien, to the Associated Press
Freshman Emily Nilsen said, "My
friend flipped his car while I was on
the phone with him and that scared me
out of using my ceU phone for awhile.
I'm not sure that they necessarily
need a law completely outlawing it —
maybe they should allow kids under
18 to use their phones while driving if

they have a headpiece."
Critics of the bill said it was unreasonable to expect police officers to
accurately guess the ages of drivers to
identify them as minors.

-64
/ think if they are going
to pass a law about not
talking on cellphones when
driving, then need to apply
it to everyone.
- Margot AaTonson
freshman

95
Sen. William C. Mims said to AP,
"In many municipalities, there are
curfews at midnight... and they apply
only under age 18 and local police
have to make the determination about
whether to stop someone when they

look young."
The Ml also dictates a curfew from
midnight to 4 a.m., except when the
minor is responding to an emergency,
going to or from work or a school-sponsored activity or driving beside a parent
"I think if they are going to pass a
law about not talking on cell phones
driving, they need to apply
jl
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Aaronson said. "Maybe people under
18 have more of a chance of causing
an accident than someone older, but
the risk is still there for someone older
too. This is probably a good blU to pass
because it will help reduce accidents
that could have been prevented."
Other students expressed similar
opinions. "This Is a good idea; it may
decrease the number of accidents,"
freshman Ashley Alexander said.
Freshman Katie Anderson said, "I
have never actually gotten in an accident but I have come dangerously
close while I was on a cell phone. I feel
it is a little inconvenient though it is
better to be safe than convenient."

see TRIAL, page 3
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amazing qualities of scholarship for which we should
all strive," said sophomore
Ashley Lakner, Tri-Beta president. 'Tri-Beta would like to
honor him. and have an annual scholarship presented to a
deserving Tri-Beta member
who wishes to further (his/
her] education in biology."
Currently, Tri-Beta is working on an application for the
scholarship. The Kincheloe
family will present the award
with Tri-Beta at the induction ceremony in April. The
family will be traveling from
Mountain Top, Pa.

SGA lobbies student support with new campaign
Richmond trip successful, members say
BY MARIA NOSAL

SGA reporter

The
Student
Government
Association is beginning a campaign
titled "JMU Writes, Virginia Listens,"
expressing concerns about issues in the
General Assembly.
The letter-writing campaign will
supplement the legislative visit sixteen
students from SGA students took to discuss issues involving higher education
to with representatives in Richmond.
The students met with more than 40
legislator- ,\nd discussed iaausj showing
support of a financial aid security bin,
absentee ballot reform, a proposal for $40
million budget request to buy Rockingham
Memorial Hospital and a weapons policy

biU. Students also shared their thoughts on
the university charter bill. Student Body
President Tom Culligan said.
"It was the most successful trip in at
least the past three years," senior senator
Beth Rudolph said. "Everyone was
received well by the senators, delegates
or the aides. It was an enjoyable time and
a great educational
opportunity
for
everyone."
The absentee ballot reform bill pro- "
posed would allow students to submit
requests for absentee ballots online.
Having passed committee review, SGA
senators are urging students to contact
see Bill., page 3

BY MARIA NOSAL

SGA reporter

The Student Senate
approved a motion to unuible a finance bill for Crew
Gub from October in an
effort to earmark a portion
of remaining money in the
contingency fund.
A motion was made by the
chair of the finance committee to un-table the Crew Club
finance bill from October. The
bill was tabled by the administration because it proposed
to build a boathouse off campus, causing issues with legal
and personal liability.

By un-tabling the bill the
Senate allowed for money to
be set aside from contingency
to ensure funds are not allocated to other groups. This
motion guaranteed that if the
administration approves the
bill, the Crew Club will be able
to receive the money because
there is only a limited amount
of contingency left.
"We are concerned that
since we had already passed
it and they came to us on a
first come, first serve basis
that contingency would run
out before they get their
set SGA. page 3

Alum murder trial selects jury

Notes at'Night'

Opening nUanmmi began yesterday in
Abingdon for the federal trial of a man convicted of muroering two JMU students m 19%.
Brent Simmons ('96), 32, faces federal
charges and, if found guilty, could receive
the death penalty. A federal judge m the
case said Tuesday hearsay statements made
by friends of the victims are admissible.
The day prior, jury selection concluded.
Simmons was indicted on federal
charges in March on two charges of interstate stalking and using a firearm in the
commission of a violent crime.
In 1998, the Commonwealth of Virginia
convicted Simmons of two counts of
capital murder and two counts of illegal
use ot a firearm during the commission

Senior Janna
Sailed, of NoteOriety performs
at the Take
Back tha Nlght
Beneftt Concert
Tuesday night.
AH proceeds
go to the main
event, which Is
scheduled for
March 29.
CAROLYN WALSER/
tae»r aajetssssler

.-_•-

Senate un-tables Crew Club bill

'

of a violent crime. The charges are not
considered double jeopardy because
state and federal sovereignties are under
different jurisdictions.
Simmons was convicted in the murders of his ex-girlfriend, Ann Olson, and
her boyfriend, Keith OConnell. Both were
JMU students at the time.
Although no verdict was reached,
Simmons agreed to a plea of two capital
murders and was sentenced to 20 years in
jail for each murder with the sentences running at the same time. Simmons consented
to an Alford plea, in which the defendant
admits a preponderant amount of evidence
edits, but still maintains innocence.
■» Co/fern Schorn
i

EVIN SHOAP'Joilor paoKpaphtr
The science building's renovation* are
scheduled to begin In 2006.

Miller Hall to
be renovated
BY CLAY GAYNOR

contributing writer
Miller Hall will undergo major renovations
beginning next year after the departments currently situated there move to new locations.
"Miller houses chemistry, physics and
geology in facilities that are relatively
unchanged since their original construction in
1972," said JW Myers, assistant vice president
for academic resources. "Building systems,
discipline specific equipment and even basic
architectural components have substantially
exceeded their useful lives."
Win Hunt director of facilities and construction, said after preliminary work is
completed on the building, construction is
set to begin in 2006 and will be completed
in summer 2008.
David Brakke, dean of the college of math
and science, said the physics and chemistry
departments will move into the new chemistry and physics building being constructed
next to ISAT this summer, with plans to move
geology and environmental science to the
Modular Building between the fall and spring
semesters of the next academic year.
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Delta Chi and Club Gymnastics will hold a date auc-

University Recreation will host a 5K Valentine's

tion In Transitions In Warren Hall from 7 to 10 p.m.

Run/Walk at 10 a.m. The race begins at the

Come and buy yourself a dream date.

College Center Race-day registration will begin
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minutes with us looking at our site and telling us how

Mozaic Dance Club will be having auditions from 2

to improve it. Please e-mail Jody Fagan at togaryc

to 4 p.m. in the main floor of Godwin Hall. The audi-

lot more information.

tion* are open lo male* and females who have an
interest in hip-hop-oaaed style of dance. Previous

Submit your Duke Days of 50
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K OLICE JL/OG BY SHARON SCHIFF/ senior writer
Putty Larceny
A JMU student reported the theft of a combination lock and a textbook from a secured locker in ISAT/CS building batmen Jan. 31 at
11:30 a.m. and Feb. 4 at 8 a.m.

Grand Larceny
A suspect stole a processor and memory stick out of the kiosk
located m the hallway of Wilson Hall on Fab 7 at an unknown time.

IM tmd

A JMU student reported the larceny of a iacket, shoes, miaceianeoua keys and a JAC card from an unlocked locker In UREC on
Feb. 7 between 1 and 3:30 p.m.
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improve our Web site. We will be paying bookstore
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Ada Manager
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addressed lo Akaon Fargo, editor

at the College Center at 9 a.m. All proceeds will
JMU Libranes is looking lor students to help us
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Dan S/arepko
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Alan Netkowiti
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Property Damage

Anthony Colasurdo

Mailing address:

Spoils beak:
(540| 568-8708
breenuporttOnormetf. com

information toward criminal dwge* A trespass notice was
issued and the suspect was escorted off campus

OpMorvFocue Desk:
1540) 568-3848
VmnopmtonOhotmUl com
brmrBhcuwOhotrmMcom

Drunk In Public
Wesley J Kneiler. 19, of Colonial Heights, was charged with
drunk In pubic and underage possession of alcohol on Feb 4
at 1016 pm at Hillside Hall

PMee/OnaMea
Office:

(5401 58M74S

Drug Violation/Alcohol Violation/Possession ot

A JMU employee reported the glass broken on a display case in
Duke Hall between Feb 5 at 4 p.m. and Feb. 7 at 340 am

Marijuana
A JMU student was charged with drug/alcohol violations in
Eagle Hall Feb 5at 124 am

An unknown person damaged the listed budding at the Williamson
Hughes Pharmacy building Feb. 5 at an unknown time.

A JMU student was charged with possession of man|uana In
Mauck Stadium Feb 5 at 2:11 am

A JMU student reported damage to a vehicle's windshield wiper
parked at I Heidi Hall Feb 5 at 4 38 p.m

One JMU student was charged with possession ol mariiuana
and alcohol violations and two other JMU students were
charged with alcohol violations in Dingledme Hal Feb 5 at
11:14 p.m.

A JMU student reported the damage ot a window and retention
screen at While Hall Feb. 6 at 1:17 am

The Breeze

WatHyDaek:
(540) SSB-3151
Mss2S«iyajShoOTiatf.com

Assault and Battery
A JMU student reported being assaulted by a non-student in
Chesapeake Haa on Feb. 6 at 12:13 am. The victim Is gMng

G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall

Total parking tickets since Aug. 19: 15.(30

MSC6805
James Madison University
Harnsonburg, Virginia 22807

Total drunk In public since Aug. 19. 59

btwenphotowhotmeh COTI
brwngrwphlcwOhQtmml. com

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How » place a cmuttimO Go
to www.thebf»ete.org and OK*
on the :l1l*ia link or com*
r*o the oUce weefcoeyi between
6 am and S p m
■ CoatMOOtorffwfntiO
words. S3 for each addtionM 10
words; boxed rln ill it. 110 (m
coamn Inch.
■ Deadline* noon Friday (or
Monday laeue. noon Tuesday lor
Thursday ram*
■ CleestSsda must be paid n
advance *i The Breeze OSes.

MISSION

Phone:(540)568-6127

The Breeze ihe student-run newspaper of James Madison University serves student and faculty readership by reporting news
involving the campus and local community. Ttm Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting and Irmly beievet In Its First

Fax: (540) 568-6736
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Valentine's Special
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Half Leg 57 off
Ful Leg 510 off

In & Sat. 9 am- 8 pm

bun \'l noon )j pm

Ipw Prices -

Gift Certificate Available

W SoutK Often St
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BEST
CHINESE!

Voted #1 bv The
SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC2 Pork, Chicken, Beel or Shrimp Chow Mein
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Gal Pan
* SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
*SC7 Hunan Chicken
$8.00 minimum
SC8 Pork with Mixed Vegetables
(limited area and JMU)
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
* SC10 Hunan Vegetables
$10.00 minimum
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
(limeted area over 1 mile)
•SC12KungPao Chicken
* SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
A C0mewith
•SC15 Hunan Beef
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
•SC18 Szechuan Beef
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
* SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
* SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC25 Four Seasons
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
* SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

FREE DELIVERY

on/ytjjg)

*
COMT

l!l

rFri^at until 2iS

Super Combo

i fm
L

f>..- TU..

||

Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:
Wonton,
Egg Drop.
Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)
or Hot and Sour

ourrowu. .DQ&M1

MEN'S AND WOMER
BASKETBALL GAMES

j China Express

,

THE CONSUMERS AUT&

1031 Port Republic Rd

WAREHOUSE/

JMU ATHLETICS

Menu, Specials and Map Found On

MERCURY COUOAI

GoLx3ok0n.Com

CARjilVEAWm

agangEB

isVAMsVA
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Madison Grill to serve
Valentine's Day special
Madison Grill will have a
special Valentine's Day dinner menu Feb. 14.
The three-course meal
will consist o( Mesclun mixed
greens with baby mozzarella,
tomatoes and peppers, cucumbers and balsamic vinaigerette. The second course
will include a Surf and Turf
Crab Cake and a New York
strip steak topped with bernaise sauce. Finally dessert
will include a pas9ionberry
duo dessert.
The meal will cost $22.95.
Spring Assessment Day
to take place for students
All students with 45 to
70 credit hours must participate in assessment day
Tuesday, Feb. 15.
The tests will last for
three hours and are required.
If a student does not attend,
a hold will be placed on his
or her fall registration.
The last two digits of the
student's JMU identification
number determine the time
and place of the assessment.
Rooms and times can be
found at jmu.edu/assessmenll
Aday.s05.sMml.

CAMPUS

Public colleges shift focus
to undergraduates as donors
$2 toward a scholarship.
"1 don't have any money to givf," Hid Harris
Public universities traditionally have not solicited their undergraduates
for donations — Alabama
hasn't asked since 1922.
But faced with state budget
cuts and the need to remain
competitive, schools across
the country are beginning to
focus on students as young
as freshmen and sophomores as prime targets for
fund-raising campaigns
At California State Polytechnic University at Pomo-

J M \HI
Associated Press

BY SAMIRA

Leon Harris pays tor hi-.
education at the University
of Alabama on his own.
He's drowning in student
loans, he's between jobs
and his dorm room just got
more expensive.
Yet on a recent afternoon,
during a break at the student
centec the sophomore sat facing a banner that asked him
to donate money to a new
student capital campaign. The
univeraty wants each of its
21,000 students to give at least

na, undergraduates give to
a students-only fund, established in 1998, thafs used
for scholarships. Several
schools, including the University of Georgia, solicit
seniors to donate typically
$35 to 50 for the betterment
of the campus. At Auburn
University, a few colleges
within the university are
asking students to make
contributions in the amount
of their class year — $20.04
for 2004, for example.
The movement isn't
surprising since public
colleges and universities

have turned their attention
to younger and younger
alumni over the years, said
John Taylor of Durham,
N.C., a higher education
consultant who specializes
in fund raising.
"You typically didn't
approach people until a
good five years post graduation. That seemed to be
rule of thumb," Taylor said.
"Now the shift has moved
further to talking to seniors
before they graduate, so
logically that translates to
the earlier you contact the
student the better."

10, 200513

TRIAL:
ABC charges
being held
TRIAL, from page 1
time of the trial, the taxes had already been paid.
Bruce Atbertsoa the lawyer for Brenda Neofitis, said that he had no comment
on the case while it was still pending.
Commonwealth prosecutor Riillip
figure could not be reached for comment
Highlawn Pavilion also is facing
charges by from the Virginia Alcohol Beverage Control. According to
Whitney Miller, public relations specialist, ABC is proceeding with administrative charges.
However, at this time, the case has
not been scheduled for a hearing before an ABC panel. Miller said.

SGA: Senate passes finance bills BILL: SGA lobbies for JMU
SGA, from page 1
approval," senior senator
Melissa Laughner said.
The Senate also passed
two finance bills to executive staff on Tuesday. Both
bills were originally introduced to the Senate Jan. 24
and passed through the finance committee.
The first bill allotted $150
from contingency to SafeR-

ides to cover the cost of two
registration fees for the SafeRides United Conference.
"The money is basically
a reimbursement, because
we went to the conference
last weekend," said junior
Meredith r-unsten, executive director of SafeRides.
The second bill allocated $880 from contingency
to Intervarsity Christum

UPB to show free movie

Fellowship to pay for a
leadership retreat
"We're going to use
the money for a retreat directly after school," senior
Joey Lawni said.
A motion was made to
amend Senate rules, adding in a rule stating recorded votes must be posted
on the SGA Web site nine
school days after the vote.

rlstin Sandberg
IS

sneak peak today
The University Program
Board will show "Constantine" at midnight today at
Grafton Stovall Theatre.
Free passes can be picked
up at the UPB office in Taylor Hall, room 234. Passes
do not guarantee admission.
Only 600 students will be allowed into the screening.
No bags will be permitted.

THURSDAY, FEB.

BILL, from page 1
their legislators to support the bill.
The financial aid security legislation forces the General Assembly to keep unmet financial need
at 35 percent. This bill also passed
through committees.
Culligan said the proposal, submitted by the governor, calling for
funds for the purchase of RMH is
proceeding through the legislature.
Members of the SGA feel the

campus

SPOTLIGHT
inkey
commercial was pure
genius. I mean, come on,
monkeys dressed as humans?
That's breaking new
ground."

Clydesdale
commercial when all the
farm animals tried to
be horsesl That pig at the end
with the fur around his ankles
had me roiling!"

What was your favorite
Super Bowl commercial
and why?

trip was successful, although a
JMU-supported bill proposing to
allow universities to make their
own weapons policy was not discussed by legislators.
Since the major bills have
been discussed, the SGA is moving beyond lobbying.
"We are now moving into the
next phase, which is the followup," Rudolph said. "Our followup is writing letters to legislators."

David Kim
history
junior

Mandy
Johnson
psychology
freshman

[t Bowl
commercial was the one with
all the airmen and soldiers
walking through the airport
ISAHtaL nMY/omhrau: photofrfhtr while everyone was applauding
them."
BM^^^^^^

>i commercial
P.Diddy
driving a Diet Pepsi truck and
Carson Daly pimping
it out at the end in
his truck.'

*

LIVE, LOVE, & BE FABULOUS

FOR VALENTINES
Celebrate the day in a dazzling look at 1/2 the price!

WINTER CLEARANCE

SALE
Begins Saturday
FEBRUARY 12

*50-60% OFF

THE BREEZE
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TALK OF

BREEZB PERSPECTIVES

MANY THINGS

Iraqi election
a success
JONATHAN KELLY

contributing writer
"Smile heaven upon this fair conjunction, that long have (rowned
upon their enmity! What traitor hears
me and says not amen?"
So spoke Henry, Earl of Richmond,
in Shakespeare's "Richard in" at the
prospect of ending England's bloody
civil war between the royal houses of
York and Lancaster. The recent election
in Iraq provides reason for similar mirth,
having demonstrated the iron will of
people who desire the freedom to shape
their own destiny. After years of vile,
despotic rule and constant dangers of
sectarian war among ethnic gn>ups, an
astonishing number of Iraqis braved all
hazards to cast votes for a better future.
The Washington Post reported on
)an. 31 that millions of Iraqis turned
out for the event on Jan. 30, the first
free election in Iraq in a half-century.
The endeavor was not without peril;
terrorist insurgents opposed to the
democratic process threatened violence against those who went to vote.
At least 44 people were reported
killed in suicide bombings, shootings
and mortar rocket attacks. However,
the insurgents were less powerful
than originally feared, and countless
Iraqi citizens defied their malice to
exercise the right to vote. Jubilant festivities took place in many Iraqi cities
see VOTE, page 5
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HOIISE EDITORIAL

Don't drop the D-hall trays
stricken human take the
chance of meeting their
friend inside the vast cirThe age of puberty, cus of D-hall?
pimples and saliva filled
If your "friend" does
kisses has come to an end. decide to leave the foyer
College marks the dawn and meet you inside of
of a new era, promising the zoo, what are the
volumes of knowledge, chances of finding each
inspiring professors and other? Do you search in
lifelong friendships. Bal- hunger amongst the sea
ancing Aristotle and pie of tables for your friend?
charts with the "freshman Or should you get food
15" and an endless supply and navigate slowly
of red Solo cups is a time- through backpacks and
managment act mastered blondes painstakingly
during "the freshman balancing that hellish
experience." What the black tray. Assuming,
energetic staff of JMU's that is, you can find a taSummer Orientation ble to eat at without askprogram failed to relate ing the awkward, "Are
to their new peers was you going to be done
the underlying theme of eating soon? Can I put
the freshman year — the mv stuff down?" Be sure
sheer awkwardness of to bring a book or copy
life. The best example of of The Breeze with you so
tins terrible awkwardness that while you are eating
that pervades throughout alone you look studious
every aspect of one'1- first — not stupid.
year is the D-hall dining
Waiting in line for
experience.
grilled cheese takes long
Where is the best place enough, and there is absoto meet before lunch at lutely no time left to talk
D-hall? I have found the to the nice purple-shirted
most popular meeting boy who sat behind you
place is inside or outside in last semester's calcuthe entrance way leading lus class. Unfortunately,
up those terribly steep the overeager young
D-hall stairs. What does man has all the time in
a meeting time mean to the world to ask you a
the mass of impatient list of questions. The mopeople? Would a hunger- notony has led me to sugCOURTNEY MYERS

contributing writer

gest that JMU's bookstore
makes T-shirts saying,
"My break was great, and
I'm sure yours was, too."
This boy doesn't compare
to the dreaded encounter
with the recent drunken
hook-up. Horror spreads
throughout the body as
the "Mike Ashby NJ"
you know from your cell
phone asks, "How was
your weekend?" while
standing in the salad line.
Or, what if Mike doesn't
say anything at all and the
two bodies that recently
were entangled during a
lusty stupor stand next
to each other in absolute
silence? Suddenly, the realization hits — you don't
want salad.
The most embarrassing D-hall dining experience occurs when balancing a tray becomes
too much to handle. The
awareness of one's own
nakedness in a sea of a
gaping audience will
forever be associated
with the sound of a tray
and its contents crashing to the ground. You
must love the conveyor
belt, for it is the final
resting place of these
dreaded devil trays.
Courtney Myers is a
sophomore English major
who doesn t carry a tray.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Scholarship reallocations victimize winning teams
It strikes me as odd how in the article "Athletics
reallocates scholarships," in the Feb. 7 issue, cutting
athletic scholarships was justified by calling them
"participatory sports."
It went on to explain the scholarships were cut from
these teams because the athletes on tne»e team* did not
seek extreme competition, but were content with simply participating on the team. Did JMU Athletics get
these facts from the mouths of the athletes? Or did they
surmise this by interpreting their endless toil and nationally recognized accomplishments as a sign of apathy toward competition?
The fact is, at the time the reallocations began, the
teams that were deprived of the funds that fueled their
excellence were the teams achieving the most. Men's cross
country was conference champion in '98 and '99. Men's
swimming and diving won conference titles in '99, '00,
and '01. Women's swimming and diving won in '01. And
wrestling was CAA champ in '99 and '00. Not one of these
sports — then among the school's elite teams — has won a
conference championship since the cuts began in '01.

tfutu
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If JMU Athletics is going to dump all the scholarships
into popular sports to seek name recognition, they should
have the integrity to admit it. Downplaying the competitive nature of less popular sports to explain the decision
is condescending and insulting to the athletes. Show some
respect to the athletes who now represent you for free.
sophomore, English

Anti-abortion column appreciated
I want to thank Jon Anderson for his very well-written article on abortion in the Jan. 31 issue. I thought he
captured the value of unbom lives and the equally important care that needs to be given to the mothers. It was
extremely pleasant to find that there seem to be more antiabortionists in the 'Burg than 1 expected. Thanks again for
getting the word out.
Mary Alice Kent
sophomore, psychology

House bill dials right number
Samantha, age 21, is driving down Interstate 81. chatting
on the cell phone with her mom.
Cruise control is set at the speed
limit, 65 miles per hour. All of her
sliders are updated. Samantha
only has one thing against her
— she looks young.
Soon, Samantha sees a pair of
red and blue flashing lights behind her. She pulls over. When the
officer approaches her window,
she says to him, "Officer, why
have you pulled me over? 1 am
not violating any laws." The officer replies, "You look like you're
17 years old, and ifs illegal for
you to be that young and talk on
the cell phone while driving."
When Samantha hands over
her driver's license and registration, the officer realizes he made a
big mistake. Samantha is 21.
While this scenario is just hypothetical, it could happen if the
Virginia House of Delegates goes
along with two senators, James K.
OBrien. Jr., R-Fairfax and William
C Mims, R-Loudon, who just succeeded in passing a bill in the state
Senate that would bar drivers under the age of 18 from using cell
phones while operating vehicles.
The bill itself is understand-

able, and it should be well supported. Young drivers, who are
also more than likely avid cell
phone users, are more susceptible
to distractions because of fewer
years of driving experience.
But here's the catch with
O'Brien and Mims — the senators
^ire also trying to get this no-cellphone-under-18 bill passed as a
primary — rather than secondary
— offense. That means that police officer can look in someone's
car, guess their age and pull them
over. Officers already do that if
a driver looks under age 16 and
is driving without a parent, but
something about the proposed
law just doesn't seem quite right.
It is unfair to give police officers the ability to judge the ages
of cell phone users, but we have
a solution for them. Change the
law to ban all individuals, despite
their ages, from using cell phones
while driving. Yes, we believe
younger drivers are more dangerous on the road, but that doesn't
mean older drivers aren't dangerous. It's important that this law is
made a primary offense. Officers
no longer will have to judge ages;
they just have to see someone
talking on a cell phone.

Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and opinion published In The Breeze ait welcome and
encouraged team should be no longs than 250 wink, must include a phone number for
wrtkaOon and can be e*mlled u 6wzeop«jr«»f«ma<(cornormill«iloM5C6«05
Cl, Antfwny-Seeger Hall, HarmonbunjVA 22807. The Breeze reserves the right» ed* all
submissions far length or grammatical style.
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board is a whole, and Is not
necessarily the opinion of any individual tuff member of The Breeze
Edttotiit Board:
Alison fargo. eotor in chtet
KeHylaspB, managing editor
AlexSrmey. opinion ecstor
The opinions In this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
newspaper, this staff, or lames Madison University.

Nothing Says "I love you!"
Like an Arrangement From Artistic Florist

LIVE MUSIC WEEKLY
Thursday Feb. 10th
"Acoustic 'Buttertmise 'Sand
Saturday Feb. 12th

gray Water Stiffs
Late night menu available until 2am
Duff hour Mon-Frl 6 to 7
;

433-3352

Show someone you care, send them one of our classic designs with
an artistic flair'.! They're great for that special someone, and you couldnt
send a better gift!

Lunch buffet Mon-Fri 11am to 2pm (all you can tat) j

Downtown Harrisonburg
comer of Main and Water St.

95 South Main St. Harrisonburg, VA 22801
S40-442-9923 Open I' am - 2am 7 days a week

The Law Offices of

Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC
Barber Shop & Styling Salon

$6.00 Haircuts
Flattops, High & Tights, Fades, Perms, Highlights,
Foiling, Cornrowing and Waxing
Hours
M-W 7:00-5:30
Thurs 7:00-7:00
Fri 7:00-5:30
Sat 7:00-2:00

• We Accept Flex
• Located one mile
fom campus

434-4844

33 West, Harrisonburg
Directly across from Rocklngham New Holland

ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
DRUG OFFENSES
TRAFFIC OFFENSES
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES

a^l-./^
^.^^40-438-1000^.^
71 Court Square, Suite B
Downtown Harrisonburg

^
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VOTE: Iraqi democracy cause for hope
VOTE, from page 4
as the citizens celebrated their
new ability to determine how
they would be governed.
The breathtaking courage required of Iraqis to play their role
in evolving their country to modernity is an inspiring commentary on the human spirit. When
given the opportunity, human
beings are capable of opposing
the most intimidating odds to
achieve a flowering of goodness
The Iraqi people chose to stand
up to the forces of malevolence
and work toward an outcome
in which they could achieve liberty, peace and happiness. By all
accounts, the effort they made to
vote was a victory for them and
for the world.
But this episode should not
trick anyone into a sense of false
optimism. The endeavor to produce an effective form of government that is pluralistic and respectful of the rule of law is only

30. S. MAIN ST.

beginning. The leaders who were
selected by the Iraqi voters need to
choose a three-person Presidential
Council by a two-thirds vote, and
then they must write a national
constitution outlining elections for
new leaders. The coalition of leaders representing the Shiites, Sunnis and Kurds will have to prove
that they can work in concert by
respecting the majority's right to
govern and the minority's right to
not have its liberties trampled on
by the majority.
To prevent a tyrannical majority from abusing the rights of
the minority, the new assembly
is arranged based on proportional representation, which means
that any party with just 1 /275 of
the vote will get one of the 275
seats in the assembly. Finally, the
new government will have to
demonstrate that it can provide
Iraqis with basic necessities such
as security, water and electricity,
or else it will have little support.

Therefore, one should not be
overconfident about the future of
Iraq, but one should be hopeful.
The challenges ahead for Iraqi
self-government are formidable,
just as it was a daunting task for
our founding fathers to design a
government that would hold the
United States together as one nation. Still, the Iraqis have shown
that they have the will and the
courage to take up the labors of
representative government. With
help from the United States and
others they may still succeed in
bringing forth a civil society.
Human beings are capable of
accomplishing astounding feats
with the power of their minds
and consciences, and Iraqis have
looked into their nightmarish
past and cried out, "Enough!"
Meanwhile, the rest of the freedom-loving world responds
wholeheartedly, "Amen."
Jonathan Kelly is a senior political science major.

NEXT TO JESS' QUICK LUNCH
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E-mail da/to and pots to breezedpto
dpVlutmaU.com.
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Darts A Pats are submitted anonymously
nnousty and primed AY \^ g
on a space-available bath Submissions
nissions are based ^L
j^
wen situation,
\iluaiion. perPer- ^^ta*^^*"
upon one person's opinion of a given
son or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth

J I
^
H ^^^^^ ^H
I &*
^s™ ^

A "the re-should-be-mo re-brothers-like-you" pat to the guy waiting
outside of D-hall to have dinner with
his liitle sister Monday night.
From a sophomore that wishes her
older brother could do the same thing.

A "you're-too-cool-for-school" pat
to the 'badass" who gave himself a
pat in the last issue of The Breeze.
From a sophomore who had to read
it twice just to make sure that he was
reading it correctly.

A "thanks-for-being-a-jerk" dart
to the guy who threw chicken at us
and caused us to get arrested on
Saturday night.
From an angry sophomore who had
a hard time explaining the situation to
policeman.

A "thanks-for-the-reminder"
dart to the Hoover vacuum who left
my upper body bruised from a long
night at his place.
From a junior girl who will be wearing
turtlenecks to class for the next two weeks

A "wav-to-have-no-heart" dart to
my wealthy neighbor who said that
having a handicapped child would
be a terrible thing because they cost
too much money and are no fun.
From your senior neighbor who is
shocked and appalled that you would
say such a thing.

A "you-are-sordisgu5ting" dart
to the guy in my GAMST class who
kept sticking his hands down his
pants to adjust himself.
From a shocked classmate who still
can't believe you would have the audacity to do that. Next time excuse yourself
from class or I will call you out and
throw hand sanitizer at you.

1360

Happy ^JaTenLines Dayf
Adult Novelties
Body Jewelry
Adult Magazines
Tapestries
Adult-DVD's

*!»»*J5>*

o
icants
Massage UiU
Lotions

lieu Owner
[5 funy StocKed!

NEW k USED CDs • DVDs • game* • NOVELTIES • VINYL • boob • VIDEOS • FREE special orders

°

music accessories • magazines • INDIES * imports • HARD-TO-FIND MUSIC • opea 7 days!

DVD's $14.95

PBuy 2 get 1 Free
I Products! W. All $29.95 Buy 1 get 1
$29.95 Free
HOURS: MON - SAT.
AT. I^RiM

LISTEN TO ANY CD BEFORE YOU BUY!
434-9999
CTMlL—nifH

WhatARecord
Store Should Bo!

jaaaa»%raaia»&.

"WW.IHAIWIMIMC.COI*

HI marl

gadies. ..deck oat oar new Veatale drtists/
TA

Caribbean Tan

'T

30 beds @ each location

SPRING BREAK
is coming!

w

CarikMii Tan

Feb Special
Any Bottle of Lotion
only
$29

I

Limit one per customer.
Coupon can only be used once.

CarifcMM Tan

TV?
Buy 1 month
Get 1 month
FREE

w

Caribbean Ian

MFC©

Tan till
Spring Break

Limit one per customer.
■ Coupon can only be used once.

$39

9-10 p.m Mon.-Fri.
10-8 p.m. Sat.
12-8 p.m. Sun.

Voted #1 Tanning Salon By JMU Students
Specials www.CaribbeanTanInc.com
Specials good at both locations
Food Lion
Harrisonburg Crossing
A
Shopping Center
Shopping Center
. ^
L
V 433-9989
438-9989
>r
*
Accepting FLEX

540433-5612
200 South Ave Harrisonburg, VA

$5 Off
anything

fcxpirei Fcbniiry 10, 2004

voted

the Best

byYou!

Hot Tattoo*— lh» Hrvrtr Hoi IJM. September "th. 2004

ST OKI- HOI KS
Monday-Thursday

Friday & Saturday

12PM- 8PM

1 2 PM- 1 0PM

Sunday

1 2 PM-5 PM
Purring not avadabU cm Sunday
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Governor's Fellows Program
Program Goals

The historic and prestigious Virginia Governor's Fellows Program offers a select group of
outstanding and highly motivated individuals the opportunity to experience firsthand the
administration of state government in the Commonwealth. Established in 1982, the
Governor's Fellows Program brings exceptional students with creative ideas to state
government - an experience that often leads to careers in public service.
Kligibility Requirements

Qualified applicants must be graduating college seniors or enrolled as degree candidates in a
graduate or professional school. Applicants must be enrolled in a Virginia college or
university or must be a Virginia resident if enrolled in an out-of-state institution. They must
also have a demonstrated commitment to excellence in academics, proven leadership ability,
and involvement in extracurricular activities and community service. The selection of
Fellows will be based solely on merit, without regard to race, sex, national origin, religion,
age, disability, or political affiliation.
Length of Program
Fellows will be required to work full-time in Virginia state government. The 2005
Governor's Fellows Program will begin Monday, June 6,2005 and continue through
Friday, July 29,2005.
Assignments

Participants are placed in different positions in the Governor's Office and in various agencies
throughout the Executive Branch. The program attempts to match Fellows with compatible
assignments according to background, interests and future goals.
Funding

Slate funds are not allocated for the Governor's Fellows Program. However, in previous
years, colleges and universities have distributed stipends to the Fellows selected from their
institutions. Institutions are urged to make summer grants available. Applicants who will
require financial assistance in order to participate in the program should discuss this matter
with school officials before applying.
Office of the Senior Vice President for Student Affairs and University Planning 568-3685.
Application
The deadline for applying for the Summer 2005 MM Program is

5 p.m. February 25,2005.
For application and additional information please see this website:
httpi/www.governor.virginia.gov/ServingVirginia/FellowsProgram.hlm

Still looking for housing next year?

521 Roosevelt Square
Mke 4 bedroom furnished lownhouse
Urge bedrooms
W/DD/Wkemaker
Big Living room
$275 OO/person
Close to campus

437 S. Mason Street
Two bedroom apartments - only one left!
Hen! $575.00
Water and hot water provided wtth rent
Leases start 8/05

V

Madison Manor
2 bedrooms
2 baths
fireplace & study
Rent$65000/month
Internet wired

Hunters Rldga
Top floor
4 bedroom / 2 baths
furnished
available 6/1/05
$900.00/month
J-M'a Apatmanta
One. TWo. ThrM A Four Bedroom
Large Rooma
OneBedroom (406
Two Bedroom 1225/penw
Three Bedroom S17S/person
Four Bedroom 1210/pmon

265 S.LIbarty Straat
Town houses
Rent $825 00
Weler Included
Ooee to campue on liberty Street
3 LeveSa ) bedroom
One bedroom 4 12 i 28

For more information, call Bill Riner

438-8800
http://www.harrisonburgoffcampus.com

www.cbcfunkhouser.com
OMOlCokMMhfiM.ConmmsFunKouM.nMlcn (MM Una. Co™»ra. I. .
KnHMita»ti>MC<IMBn.lWEM.Cwu>l EacKOne . nwmm.
»«"ia~" An CwlOpponuwy Employ EQU» Mou»ng Oppvuay
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Dukes look
for big win
against Hofstra

HIGH

BY JAMES IBWIN

sports editor
JMU wraps up its season series
with Hofstra University Friday
when it hosts the Pride at the
Convocation Center.
The Dukes, coming oft a 5652 victory over the George Mason
University Patriots Sunday, enter
the game 12-8 overall and 5-6 in
the Colonial Athletic Association.
I lustra comes in at 11-9 and 6-5.
It think it's a big game (or various reasons," JMU coach Kenny
Brooks said. "One, it's the next game
and you take things one game at a
time. It also helps position us for the
conference tournament."
With seven games left on their
regular season schedule, the Dukes
are in fifth place in the CAA, one
spot behind the Pride. JMU has
been plagued by inconsistency as
of late. After winning seven in a
row early in the season, the Dukes
are 5-7 since Dec. 29.
Still, Brooks said his team isn't
too far from the conference elite.
"If you look at it, we're not far
off," Brooks said. "We've had stretches in games where were very good
and then lulls where we can't hit
shots. 1 don't think we're very far."
Brooks has a point — the Dukes
have gone into overtime twice this
season, losing both games. Five of
JMU's games this season have been
decided by two points or less
One of those games was a 55-54
loss at the hands of the Pride Jan. 20
in Hempetead, N.Y.
"They're one game up on us,"
Brooks said. "We felt like we let one
slip away up there, so if s a bit of a
redemption game."
In letting things slip away,
the Dukes allowed Hofstra center
Vanessa Gidden her then-fourth
double-double of the season. Gidden
finished with a game-high 21 points
and 11 rebounds
"She was huge," Brooks said
of Gidden. "She came down and
dominated us."
So did the flu bug, which limited
sophomore forward Meredith Alexis
to two points and four rebounds
that night. Alexis played eight minutes. Brooks said having her healthy
will play a factor Friday.
"It will be a little different,"
Brooks said. "We have to be physical and keep Gidden away from the
basket. She's effective in the low
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Leatherwood, Risser anchor pitching staff
Story by staff writer Todd Bagchi
JMU senior right-handed pitcher Brian Leatherwood knows
the drill. Being a senior comes with added responsibility, especially since he is the only senior
leading the Dukes' young pitching staff.
"I know when I was younger, I looked
up to the older guys, and they paved the
way for me," Leatherwood said. "I don't
feel any added pressure, but at the same time,
I'm comfortable with the role."
Coach Spanky McFarland also feels comfortable designating Leatherwood as a leader. For the
second consecutive year, McFarland named Leatherwood a
team captain This season, McFarland said his expectations have
grown.
"I'm not necessarily looking to him for [leadership], but I expect him
to be better at it," McFarland said.
Last season, Leatherwood was the team's workhouse, leading the
team with 14 starts, while going 7-5 with a 7 71 earned run average
Among the other pitchers McFarland will be relying on this
season is junior left-handed pitcher Greg Nesbitt. Last season, a
line drive to the face halfway through the season kept Nesbitt from
pitching as often as he might have. This year, Nesbitt just wants to
move forward with his career.
"To be honest the injury wasn't really that big of a deal," Nesbitt said. "1
just want to build on last year and continue to take strides in my career."
When he did pitch last year, Nesbitt led the Dukes' starters with a
4.55 ERA. McFarland is excited about the prospect of having a healthy
Nesbitt back in the team's rotation this season.
"Nesbitt's the wild card in our rotation," McFarland said. "He's
been hurt but when he's healthy he's our best pitcher."
Two pitchers that actually benefited from Nesbitt's injury were
sophomore left-handed pitcher Jacob Cook, and sophomore righthanded pitcher Bobby Lasko. As freshmen, Cook and Lasko were
forced to pitch more than they expected.
Last season. Lasko went 4-3 in eight starts with a 5.43 ERA.
^H
while Cook went 3-4 in seven starts with a 5.77 ERA. McFarland
P^UgL
admitted th.it both pitcher-, surpassed his expectations with
*^^K
their play List
■^»_^
"1 had \\\f,h expectations for both Lasko and
H| Cook coming in, but they really took advantage of
I
^H
J^Rr the tn|urien, getting a tot ot innings," McFarland
^Rr
said. "They're ahead of the curve."
When the Dukes need to turn to their bullpen this
year, they will once again rely on sophomore right-handed closer Travis
Risser. Last season Risser led the team with nine saves and a 2.33 ERA.
M rITCHING, page 8

Senior rlgrrUianded pitcher Brian Leatherwood lad the Duke* with seven wkw lait year.

THE ROAD TO RISSER
MIDDLE RELIEF
Patrick Riley
David Rich
Geoff Degener
Kurt Houclt
Ryan Reid

seeFKIDE.pagfS

Keep Graduation
in mind!

CLOSER
RHP
LHP
RHP
LHP
RHP

w**
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Travis Risser

RHP
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Special Couple Offers
T0

jf $1 Suthl 11am-2pm Mon-Fri

Japanese Steakhouse & Sushi Bar

Our expert Kyoto chefs prepare,
(Q

PoRk BBO SANdwich
with FRIES AIM. A DRINL

$5.99

Downtown: 433-3917

from appetizer to entree, your delicious
dinner at authentic teppan yakl table*.

* c>

540.574.4901
Sun-Thurs. 11 am-10pm
Fri&Sat 11am- 11pm

|*^

829 E. Market Street, Harrisonburg, VA

V»/

ROBERT F. KEEFER
The Law Office of Robert F. Reefer, Esq. P.LC
rkeefer u keefercard.com

FREE
CONSULTATION

SPECIAL ADVANCE

in \V Brut i Street
HarrisonburR, V.\ 22801
uu w.keeli reaiil.i mu

SCREENING

ottimiHin

5^0.-433.6966
Need Some Extra Cash?
JAMES MCHONE
antique

DATE: FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 11,2005
TIME: laiOOAM
LOCATION GRAFTON STOVALL
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT UP» OFFICR

Now Buying Silver and Gold Jewelry

mbna*^

Especially Yunnan and Tiffany

l ARRIVE EARLY

(high school rings, etc.)
• MUST be 18 w/ two ID's
75 South Court Square Uarrisonburg, VA 22801 (540)433-1833
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PITCHERS: No ace, no problem
for Diamond Dukes' rotation
NTCHEKS, from page 7
McFarland emphasized the confidence
he has in his team's co-captain.
"Vve're taking to him to fill the same role as last
seaaon," McFarland said. "When he comes in with a
save opportunity, we feel like the game's over."
Rlsser will get help in the bullpen from
junior right-handed pitcher Patrick 'Trick"
Riley, and sophomore right-handed pitcher
Clay McKim. Sophomore left-handed pitcher
David Rich also will contribute, and has been
named the Dukes' game one starter.
While the Dukes' pitching staff is certainly

talented, the one thing they may lack is a true
"ace." Leatherwood admitted that the Dukes'
rotation doesn't have a true No. 1 starter, but
doesn't see this as a weakness.
"We don't have one guy that stands
above the rest," Leatherwood said. "On
the other hand, we know that any one of
our pitchers can come in and contribute,
and that'll help us beat some teams early
and set the standard.
"Overall though I like thisstaff," McFarland
said. "And from top to bottom it could become
the best staff I've had in my time here."

PRIDE: JMU looking for pivotal CAA victory
PRIDE, from ptgt 7
post and we have to keep her off the boards, too."
As far as his team's health is concerned,
Brooks said the flu bug and injuries have
been conquered for now.
"Aside from the typical nicks, we're about as
healthy as we've been all year," Brooks said.
That indudai sophomore point guard Andrea

Cr&iaAt*. oJ.

Benvenuto, who missed seven games earlier this
season due to a stress fracture in her foot
Tshe's progressing nicely," Brooks said. "No pain
in the foot I'd say she's about 95 percent and the last
game she played was her best of the seaaon"
In that game, Benvenuto scored eight points
and had six assists. She played 31 minutes.
1MU and Hofstra tip off at 7 p.m.

C7CXA^AJ,
I

f

and (lifts

m

Open Saturday & Sunday *

sioqjypicRup

We 9*fiver too!
Your lath/ will not he a.< hiuy on the weekend no she will on," n\ay
See ya on the 12th and I >lb!
593 University Blvd. Suit. C
Hamburg, V.. 22801

%ljft^^

434.3361 or I.800.942.I62I

Shop Coda: H784

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson, III, MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD
Maribeth PLoynes, MD
Sherry L Mongold, FNP

Catherine E. Rittenhouse, FNP

Now Accepting Appointments
Loral (540) 434-3831

loll 11«« (600) bli- 1346

Monday-Friday 8:30-5:00

SUPER CROSSWORD
ACROSS

(i—a—a—■—gai—a—y—n—gtM*—r*rTrr~ *""■

I Hirt hit
3 Kudrow or Hartman
9 Lucas character
13 Gullible one
18 Rueful cry
19 Certain Semite
20 Imported cheese
21 Extragalactic object
22 Director picks
Kaplan to play
Lincoln!
25 Author Le Guin
26 Prepare to propose
27 Valueless
28 Hum bug?
30 ABA member
31 FU a fight
33 "Wheel" ratings
plunge'
39 More meager
44 "Graf-"
45 Navigation hazard
46 Film, for short
47 Castilian custard
49 Commoner
51 Arm bones
55 Carney in new film!
59 Vaudeville staple
62 Disdain
63 Unduly
64 "- -Ca-Dabra"
i '74 song)
65 JFK Library
architect
66 Beethoven symphony
69 Velvety plant
72 Pro-gun grp.
73 Little helper?
74 Sandier goes on tour!
78 Ever's partner
81 Slugger's slat
82 Attempt
83 Sulky
86 Moon crawler
87 "- a Song Go..."
88 TVs-The-Patrol"
90 Prelim
92 Plumbing tool
95 Affleck wins second
car!
98 Ho hi
99 Kong
101 Roof pan
102 "Holy cow!"
103 •Casablancacharacter
106 Crucifix
108 Agitated
111 Hagman plans
nuptials!
115 Piggy
116 Khan opener?
117 Castilian cry
118 Head set?
122 Croc'• kin
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129 Paquin gels starring
role!
134 In public

135 Row
136 General Bradley
137 Final
138 Alarm button
139 Raucous noise
140-Hari
141 Actress Mernll

DOWN •
1 Item in a trunk
2 Economist Greenspan
3 Ming thing
4 Behind a windjammer
5 Fall behind
6 OPEC member
7 "Elephant Boy" star
8 Cain's victim
9 "Of course!"
10 Harem room
11 Apply gently
12 Petite parasite
13 Mongrel
14 Owns
15 Nothing special
1ft Mediterranean
island
17 Brooklyn school
21 Suppress
23 Skin feature
24 Skiers' mecca
29 Wee one
32 Present
34 Datebook,abbr.
35 - Aviv
36 Charges
>l I IK March King

■
"'■P5

38 Fedora fabric
39 Mineral springs
40 She brought nut the
beast in men
41 Pan owner''
42 Urban transpon
43 Absorbed
48 Ruth's mothcr-in
law
50 Mom
52 Puppy bites
53 Fighter pilots
54 "SNL" bii
56 Haunled-house
sound
57 Oklahoma city
58 Alex Haley book
60 Pianist Chasins
ft I Bandleader Perez
67 Bergonzi or Ponti
68 "Waves of graincolor
70 Past flier
71 Bright
73 Between three
75 Bum a ride
76 Humble
77 Soprano's showcase
78 Jessica of "Dark
Angel"
79 Comic Caiter
80 Melville novel
84 Play ground?
85 Great Lake natives
87 Po land
89 It'll give you a lift
91 Change for a five
93 Helicopter sound
94 Circle dance
s^Sikorakyor
Stravinsky

■H"1
96 First offender
97 Jay's house
100 Negative
correlative
104 It may be tall
105 Internet acronym
107 Colon
109 Demetrius' duds
110 Inclined
111 Sweat and slave
112 Dumbstruck
113 Brings down the
house
114 Thought-provoking
119 Particle
120 Maffia or Downey

121 Petty clash?
123 Prepare to fly
124-even keel
125 Sita's husband
127 Chemical suffix
128 PC key
130 Long or Peeples
131 Unused
132 Dadaism founder
133 Lingerie item

answers
online ai
www.thebri't'Zi .ore
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is Is Your
Only Housina Option
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Next Year?
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For You!
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Inaugural class bids farewell
First recruiting class in JMU softball history gears
up for a final run
STORY BY ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR MATTHEW STOSS

In 2002.12 freshmen came lo JMU to form the inaugural recruiting class of a
fledgling softball program. Now, four years later, Liz George, Katie Jaworksi, Natalie Burd, Ashlee Schenk and Leah Conley are all that remain. This season, the five
are set to become the first recruiting class to graduate in JMU softball history.
"I don't want to go there just yet and think about them leaving," JMU softball
coach Katie Flynn said. "But it's really exciting to see them as seniors, leading the team
out onto the field I |ust really want them to enjoy the season and get the most out
of their senior year."
Of the remaining the five, only four are still on the active roster. Conley, in her
final year, has assumed a coaching position on Flynn's staff. Last season, the Langhome. Pa., native was sidelined due to tendonitis in her knee — an injury that was a
result of overuse
"I'm just happy to have the opportunity to still be with the team," Conley said. "For
some reason, I wasn't meant to be on the field, but on the bench helping out and encouraging my teammates."
The other four, however, are quite active on the roster.
George is a pitcher/center fielder who led the Dukes in 2004 in batting (.376), on-base percentage (.425), earned run average (1.85) and wins (15) — stats that were good enough to earn her AllColonial Athletic Assoc i.itum Second Team honors last season
Joining George as an All-CAA Second Team selection is Jaworski. The utility player led JMU
with 6 home runs and 36 runs batted in, while posting the team's second-highest bat
ting average at .327
While CAA honors are nice, the seniors have something else in mind for their
final run
"We'd like to play for a championship — and to beat [reigning CAA champ)
Hofstra." Jaworski said. "We want to leave it all on the field."
Sharing in the title quest are Burd and Schenk. Burd led the outfield
in putouts with 64, while batting .255 last season, and Schenk proved her
durability by catching and starting all but one of JMU's 62 games in 2004.
"We've matured a lot," Schenk said. "We've gained so much experience that
we know how to handle things in different situations. We're focused one goal.
Today, we're unified "
In the not-so-dtstant yesterday, there wasn't even a team to be unified on. Flynn,
the Dukes' first and only coach, came to JMU in October 2000 from the University of North Carolina-Greensboro to begin work on putting together a softball program from trie ground up.
KtSBNIOMS,pagtl2
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University of i Vliwarr
Coach: Jim Sherman
2004 Record 12-11 CAA, 33-24
overall
The Blue Hens look to continue the momentum they
gained from last season when
they made a surprise run to
the CAA championship game
Seruor catcher Kelly Buber
(343,9 HR. 51 RBI) returns,
but other than Buber, the Blue
Hens lost their team kMdcn in
batting average, home runs,
RBls and stolen base*.
George Maaon University
Coach: Bill Brown
2004 Record: 174 CAA, 39-19
overall
The Patriots enter the season
with a good mix of pitching
and hitting. The team was
second in the CAA with a 313
batting average and third in
the league in pitching with
a 4-16 ERA. Returning for
the Patriots is senior staff ace
Stacen Gant (10-1,2.72 ERA)
and senior first baseman Chris
Looze(340,17 HR, 81 RBI)
Horstra University
Coach: Chris Dotoio

2004 Record: 3-21 CAA, 14-M
overall
Hofstra will be looking to
avoid a last-piace finish for the
second year In a row. Ofirnse
will not be a problem, as they
hit 291 a year ago, and return
rumor inheider Ricky Capirto
(361,8 HR. 41 RBI) However,
a major AthiUes heel for the
Prute will be rheir pithing,
which gave up slightly over
eight run* a game and allowed
opponents a 331 batting aver(Hd Dominion University
Coach: Jerry Meyers
2004 Record: IVII CAA. 24-28
Ml
Tile Morurehs yffl have to
overcome (he lea of starting
pitchers Dormie Smith (6-1
139 ERA) and Jueun Verlander
(7-t.3.49 ERA), who was drafted second overall in the 2004
Ma(or League Baseball Player
Draft. However, the ream does
get back junior Marring pitcher
Dana Arrowood (5-4.4 17
ERA) The team's pitching will
have to make up tor the team's
lack of hitting (.274.23 HR).
Towaon University
Coach: Mike Gottlieb
2004 Record: 6-11. CAA. 17-35
overall
Though the Tiger* struggled
last season, many of their
young starters got much-needed experience They return
almost all of their lop players
including junior outfielders
Adam Heffron (.359.6 HR)
and Casper Well* (337.8 HR).
Towson also returns its top
two pitchers from a year ago
in sophomore |oe Peeler (5-3,
509 ERA) and junior Chns
Rhoedes (1-6,5.43 ERA)
University of North CarollnaWilmington
Coach: Mark Seal/
2004 Record: 40-23,
17-4 overall
The Seahawks return many of
the core players that helped
the learn win its first CAA
championship in school history. Senior starting pitchers
Zadl Kimhall (H-5, 326 ERA)
and Ronald Hul (12-13 62
ERA) will head the rotation.
while siiphomore infielder
lonathan Baits (330,33 RBI)
will anchor an offense that lost
two of their best hitters from a
year ago in Chip Grawey (3731
and Aaron Smith (335,10 HR
50 RBls)
Virginia Commonwealth
University

Coach Paul Keyes
2004 Record 14-10 CAA. 34-24
The Rams lost their three
beat pitcher* from last season
including lusun Orenduff (5-5,
2.43 ERA), who was selected in
the supplemental first nnind
of the 2004 Major League Baseball Draft This means sophomore starting pitcher Harold
Mozingo (7-4,4 6» ERA) so*
have to be the staff ace for the
upcoming si-.i. HI
College of William and Mary
Coach: Jim Fair
2004 Record 14-10 CAA, s7-20
The Tnlv return all of their
top-five hitters from last
■■■eon's best hitting CAA tram
(326), including senior outfielder Chris Rahl I 389,20 HK
70 RBls) and seruor infielder
Will Rhymes! 388, K Ilk)
However, the team will have
to make due with staff ace Bill
Bray (4-4, 2 44 ERA), who was
drafted 13th overall m the 2004
Major League Baseball Draft
- Alex Eavnhrnr

IU)T\TIO\
BR1A.N LEATHERWOOD
JACOB Cook

COACH SPANK. MCFARLAND

BOBB. LASKO
TRAVIS MILLER
GREG NESBITT

HOME OPENING DAY: FEB. 2'5
WHERE: LONG'MAI CK STADHM

CLOSER

vs. GEORGE WASHINGTON

TRAVIS KISSER.

Sluggers in the Infield
2004's leading hitter returns to anchor heart of order from hot corner
Bv TOM CIALINO
contributing writer
Nate Schill's name sits atop nearly every list of the
Diamond Duke's 2004 st.it sheet.
In 50 games last season, the junior third baseman hit .351 and drove in 49 runs, both good for
second place on the team behind recently departed outfielder and current Cleveland Indians farmhand Mike Butia. To accompany those numbers,
Schill maintained an on-base percentage of 421
and slugged at a .527 clip.
"The thing about Nate is that he is very consistent
and he's very clutch." JMU coach Spanky McFarland
said. "If s a lot easier to coach when you know what
your guys are going to do day in and day out"
Sophomore catcher Dan Santobianco, who will
help anchor the middle of the Diamond Dukes' lineup, was equally as complimentary.
"The thing that makes Nate's numbers so good
is his ability to make adjustments, not only from atbat to at-bat but from pitch to pitch," Santobianco
said. "If you fool Nate once with a curveball, you're
not going to fool him again during that at-bat. He

is, by far, the best player I've ever seen at making
adjustments pitch by pitch."
Baseball America named Schill to its preseason
A1I-CAA team. Schill, joins sophomore closer Travis
Kisser, and said he is honored to be selected but is
remaining humble at the same time.
"It's definitely an honor to know that" Schill
said. "It's also great to know that I have great teammates to back myself and Travis Risser up. At the
same time, it won't have any negative effects; I'm
not going have a big head because of it."
For all of the success Schill had at the plate during
his first two years as a Diamond Duke, he also has
experienced trouble defensively. As a third baseman
last year, he committed 21 errors, the highest total on
the team and third highest in the conference.
In order to improve these errors, Schill is taking
extra ground balls, and attempting to take a different mental approach.
"As well as getting my arm completely healthy,
I've been trying to separate defense from offense,"
Schill said. "Sometimes, I brought a bad at-bat into
the field with me, and we're trying to get rid of
things like that this year."

The change in mental philosophy is already starting to produce results.
"We worked on a lot of mental imagery, even
some meditation practices," Schill said. "It sounds
weird, but ifs really visualizing positive effects
rather than negative. I have more confidence and am
more relaxed because of it."
McFarland believes that his third baseman's
error total is misleading.
"Part of those errors, in his defense, is because he gets to a lot more balls than other players do." McFarland said. "He may have a lot of
errors, but he also makes a lot of plays that other
third basemen don't make."
After coming off of a disappointing 28-26
(8-16 CAA) campaign in which the Diamond
Dukes missed the postseason for the first time
since the CAA expanded to nine teams in 2001,
McFarland will look to his most consistent hitter
to guide an inexperienced lineup.
"INatel's one of those guys that when the game's
on the line, you want the bat in his hands because
you know that he's not going panic," McFarland
said. "As a coach, thaf s very refreshing."

Cowgill works to be "better than the best" in 2005 Diamond Dukes' campaign
BY IESSICA MCKAY

contributing writer

Michael Cowgill epitomizes the expectations
of JMU baseball.
"There's a saying we have as a coaching staff.
'BTTB: Better Than The Best.'" assistant coach Jay
Sullenger said. "There's nothing we want the players doing that isn't their best."
In 2004, the junior second baseman was better
than the best on a number of occasions.
Cowgill finished the 2004 season with a .347
batting average, ranking him No. 14 in the Colonial Athletic Association. But along with wanting
to be the best, satisfaction does not come easy.
"Halfway through the season, 1 was hitting
.440," Cowgill said. "So I dropped a hundred points
in 20-some odd games. It was disappointing."
Despite his mid-season tailspin, Cowgill still
led the team with 74 hits
"He has always been able to hit," Sullenger
Mid. "And that will not change."
Cowgill offers more than his offensive power. He's a defensive advantage for the Diamond
Dukes and earned a .934 fielding percentage
last season.
"He was the anchor for our infield detrnsivr
ly," Sullenger said.
Being an anchor involves strength. Cowgill's
leadership and hard work led him to being chosen
as a 2005 team captain by his teammates.
"Michael is the hardest worker I've encountered in the baseball world," junior third baseman
Nate Schill said.
For Cowgill. thai hard work translates into
durability. In the 2004 season, he started in all but
one of JMU's 54 games. But what Cowgill really
strives for is the team's success. Despite finish-

ing above .500 last season, the Diamond Dukes
struggled against CAA opponents in 2004, finishing the season 8-16.
"Considering where we ended up last year,
there's nowhere to go but up," Cowgill said. "Anything is an improvement from last season."
After finishing fourth in the nine-team CAA
standings in 2004, Cowgill thinks the Diamond
Dukes can be a sleeper team this season.
The preseason-league poll picked the Diamond
Dukes to finish sixth in the CAA standings in 2005
and that's just fine with Cowgill.
"I'm glad we're starting out in the middle,"
Cowgill said. "I think we're going to surprise a lot
of teams that suspect us to be down."
In order to surprise other teams, the Diamond
Dukes must deal with the loss of their most productive offensive player, Mike Butia, who was offered a chance to play for the major leagues.
"We're going to miss him," Cowgill said. "But
we're going to make up for the loss."
As a start, the coaching staff is asking Cowgill to leadoff this season. Coach Spanky McFarland said that shouldn't bother him because
Cowgill already has experience hitting at he top
of the batting order.
"Michael hit everywhere last year," McFarland
said. "He moved around a lot. He's accepted the role."
Cowgill said his main goal this season is getting hits and getting on base allowing his teammates behind him to drive him in. Despite being
dissatisfied with the 2004 season, Cowgill hasn't
lost sight of his coaching staff's slogan.
"I could have done better," Cowgill said of last
season. "And I should have done better."
Cowgill and the Diamond Dukes take their
first step toward being better than the best Feb. 23,
at home against George Washington University.

Second baseman Michael Cowgill return* for
hit Junior campaign after a sophomore- year In
which he hit .347 wfth ■ team-leading 74 hits.
Cowgill hit 4 home run* and 30 RBI* while
slugging .484 and finishing with .403 on-base
percentage.
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Carrera and George
make one-two
BRIANA CARRKRA
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BY CAROLINE MORRIS
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10-13
171
126

contributing writer
Utility players are hard to come by, but
|MU has found two in resident jacks-of-alltrades Briana Carrera and Liz George.
Both players are pitchers and position
players — junior Carrera starts at third
base when not in the pitching circle, but
senior Liz George is more at home in the
outfield, patrolling center.
"Meet players have their set position,"
sophomore shortstop Katie George said. "But
there are a handful that are utility players."
George started all 62 of
(MU-s games in 2004, 29
of which came inside the
circle where she had success, boasting a team-best
1.85 ERA and 110 strikeouts.
She also had a .346 batting average in 2004,
which was the highest on the team, while
driving in 23 runs and posting a .425 on-base
percentage — also tops on the squad.
"1 know what to look for," Liz George
said. "I know what's going to come and
what to expect."
Her play was good enough to earn her an
All-Colonial Athletic Association selection.
"I give coach |Shcryl| Shockley a lot
of credit, and I give Liz's work ethic .i lot
of credit," coach Katie Flynn said. "You
have a walk-on kid who pitched |usi ■
little bit as a freshman, who in her sophomore and junior year has just bios
somi-u tremendously into a Player-ofthe-Year-type candidate."
Carrera is no slouch on the diamond herself.

A

PUNCH

Despite enduring an injury, Carrera
bounced back to start 40 games last season
— 19 of those she started in the pitching
circle, where she had a 1.92 ERA and 126
strikeouts. Carrera also batted .271 and tied
for the team-lead in triples with four.
"Briana is a player with a lot of heart
and she's very competitive," Katie George
said. "I think seeing the way she plays and
the intensity that she brings to the game
rubs off on everyone."
A game that didn't start in the jack-of-alltrades role, as neither player started their college careers in the circle. George started out
as an outfielder, while Carrera was recruited
at the last minute to play shortstop.
"We literally saw [Carrera]
over the Fourth of July
weekend before
her
freshman
year," Flynn
said.
"We
were able to
bring her out
here in
early August and she turned around and
came back on campus about a week later."
The San Diego, Ca., native originally
planned to walk-on at San Diego State.
she might have gotten overlooked
because of her size and her stature,"
Flynn said. "She's not really a big girl,
but she plays more like she's 5'9" or
510" and has a confidence like she's
5'9" or 5'10"."
Liz George said, "Briana is tearless.
I think sometimes I can become intimidated
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BY ROSE LAVERY

When JMU Softball opens their
season Feb. 11 in North Carolina, senior Ashlee Schenk will be waiting to
catch the first pitch.
Since the start of JMU's Softball
program four years ago, Schenk has
proven to be a model of reliability
and durability behind the plate, sustaining only minor injuries while
playing for JMU.
" Ashlee's been a rock for us," JMU
coach Katie Flynn said. "I've really
been spoiled as her coach, because
she's started — I think all but one
game for us in the last three years.
She does a very good job. She's a very
calming influence on our pitchers,
that's just her personality."

In addition to being a calming
influence, Schenk serves as a vocal
team leader.
"She brings a lot to the team because of her maturity back there,"
Flynn said. "It's a position that I look
to for leadership, for vocal leadership, she has to be able to tell her infielders, tell her outfielders where to
go and what to do.
"We've been really fortunate —
she's done a great job all three years."
In doing that job, Schenk ha*
been relatively injury-free in three
seasons. She attributes her health to
good luck.
"1 believe I've been lucky not to
have any major setbacks," Schenk
said. "I mean every once in a while
I've had nagging injuries, but we
have a great training staff to help you

University of Delaware
Coach Bonrte Jil Ferguson
2004 Record: 9-$ CAA,
29-24-1 overall
Despto the lass of Lauren
Street, the Colonial Athletic
Association Player of the Year,
the Blue Hens will return
•even starters this season.
All four pitchers who combined to lead the league with
a 1.63 ««med run average will
return to play this spring. In
the preseason coaches poll,
Delaware was picked to finish third, along with Towson
University behind Hofstra
University and JMU

George Maaon University

Coach: Joe Verbank
2004 Record: ft-10 CAA,
2»-32 overall
First-year coach Joe
Verbanlc has four returning players this season The
Patriots will look to senior
shortstop Stacy James for
Issstasttn .is sho eoospaMi
in her final season. James
was named to the 2004 AllCAA Second Team. Mason was picked sixth in the
coaches)' poll.

an PUNCH, page U

Schenk a constant behind the dish
contributing writer
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get through that.''
Perhaps no one feels Schenk's impact on the team more than a pitcher
Junior left-hander Liz George notices
her contributions and presence on
the team from the moment she steps
onto the field.
"For me, she's my support system because she's the catcher and she
grounds me out there," George said.
"She's a real team player; she's always
willing to give 110 percent every day."
As teammate* for the paat mree
years. Schenk and George work togtttMf to keep the opposing team's
offense at bay.
"She calls my pitches for me. She
basically calls every game," George
said. "She knows my strengths, she
knows my weaknesses. When I'm
having a bad day out on the mound.

she knows it without me even having
to tell her."
George said Schenk's durability
behind the plate can be attributed
to both her toughness and having
caught almost every game for the
Dukes.
"It is the position she wants to be
in, it's something she wants to do,"
George said. "To her, if s just going out
and having fun. She loves the game."
Schenk and the Dukes open their
•eauon Feb. M, shooting for the first
conference championship in the JMU
Softball history.
"We're really focusing as a team
this year," Schenk said. "We're picked
to be second in the CAA, and I think
we're going to have a lot of expectations to fill, but I'm really hoping this
team can go all the way."

Hofstra University
Coach: Bill Edwards
2004 Records: 14-4 CAA*
38-31 overall
Hofstra looks to extend
their championship run to
four in a row. The Pride a
unanimous No. 1 vote in
the preseason coaches poll.
Honitra returns seven allconference performers, who
collectively scored a leaguehigh 250 runs. Two of the
top returnees are 2004 CAA
Rookie of the Year, Aahley
Lane, along with 2004 CAA
Pitcher of the Year, Callie
Osboume. The Pride will
lose three all-conference performers, along with the 2004
league-leader in RBls

Towson Univereity
Coach: Lisa Costello

X PROJECTED LINEUP

2004 Records: 11-7 CAA,
35-25 overall
Although being selected
as No. 3 along with Delaware in the coaches poll, the
Tigers return seven starters.
Two of these include senior
shortstop Katie Mumbaucr
and senior outfielder Jeanne
Bosch, both were selected to
the 2004 All-CAA First Team.
Sophomore pitcher, Jillian
Kiley will also return for the
Tigers. Kiley went 10-2 last
season, with a 1.44 ERA

Univereity of North CarolinaWllsnington
Coach: Melissa Jamil
2004 Records: 5-13 CAA,
19-341 overall
In just their second season, UNC-VV will return 11
letter winners and nine starters. Senior outfielder Christina Elmore was selected to
the All-CAA Second Team
during the team's first secson In school history. All
three pitchers will also return for the 2005 s
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Drexel University
Coach: Terry DeTura
2004 Record: 3-14 CAA,
15-35-2 overall
Drexel will return senior
first baseman Jonnae McCain. McCain is the team's
active leader in home runs,
runs batted in and extra-base
hits. Senior pitcher Elizabeth
Fuller returns and is looking
to move into the Drexel record books.for ERA, sink.outs and innings pitched.
— Mragan Mihalka
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BY JENN CHAPMAN

contributing writer

new LOOK

The Diamond Dukes face the daunt
ing task of replacing their entire
starting outfield from a year ago.
Outfielders Mike Butia, Brandon
Bowser and Alan Lindsey left the JMU squad
following the 2004 season and left a void not
only in the outfield, but the lineup as welL
Butia, who started 52 games last
season, was drafted in the sixth round
by the Cleveland Indians. He led the
team in batting average (.373), RBls (60),
home runs (18), total bases (151), slugging percentage (782) and walks (31).
In the conference, Butia was second
in home runs, third in total bases, fourth
in runs batted in and fifth in overall
individual batting.
"Losing Butia puts some holes in our
line-up and outfield as wet" junior second
baseman Michael Cowgill said. 'This year,
different players are going to have to step up
and play those spots."
One player who can help fill Butu's spot
is junior Mitchell Moses.
"Wfve got junior Mitchell Moses in right
field to replace Butia," JMU coach Spankv
McFarland said. "We think his stats wfll go
up with the move as he will be able to focus a
little more on his offense collectively."
Moses hit 313 with two home runs and
29 RBls last season
Bowser's absence also will be felt.
The former starting centerfielder finished
the 2004 season ranked No. 1 on the
team in stolen bases (19), No. 2 in multiple hit games (20) and No. 6 in batting
average (.305). Bowser transferred to the
University of New Orleans.
"Bowser was a solid player, but junior
EV1N SHOAPiimior photographer
(Abovs) Junior outfielder Skyl.r Doom throws toward the Inflsld durinj preseason
Skyler Doom and freshman Kellen Kulbacki
are good ballplayers and should be more practice. (Bslow) Junior outfielder Mitchell Moses leads off second base.
than adequate," McFarland said
Doom said despite the drastic turnover,
the Diamond Dukes have the potential to
MJ a productive starting outfield
"This gives us a chance to start new and
2004
BA/HR/RBI
evolve together into possibly one of the better
Mike Butia
.373 18 60
outfields in the oonference," Doom said. "We
Alan Lindsey*
.103 0 5
did lose some good outfielders, but this year's
outfield can and will step it up.
Brandon Bowser
.305 3 22
"I have no doubt our outfield will succeed
this year."
2005
BA/HR/RBI
McFarland agreed. He said the outfield
SkykrDoom
.187 3 17
might be better than last season's
Mitchell Moses
.313 2 29
"I think our outfield will be better offensively and defensively," McFarland said. "V*
Kellan Kulbacki'*
N/A
have more speed and better arms, the production may be more spread out and it may
* Lindsey played in 10 games due to
not rely on the long ball as much, but we
a slaph infection
should be able to more than make up for
** Kulbacki is a freshman
the personnel changes."

In With the New

SENIORS: Final run
SENIORS, from pagf 9
Think of nothing V* didn't
have a ball we didn't have a field,
a uniform or a player" Flyrtn said.
"Now, we've gone from nothing
to something pretty good. A lot of
credit goes to (facilities manager]
Brad Babcock because he was the
nuts and bolts in physically having a field and an office for the
team."
As far as players went Ftynn
had to sell recruits on a program
that had yet to be a program.
"A lot of players came in on
trust and faith in me," Ftynn said.
"And to JMU without scholarship
money to hand out with the belief
that we were going to do it right
and do it well and I think — fortunately — we have."
For some, being a part of
"nothing" was an enticing
selling point.
"One of the main factors I
chose JMU was because coach had
so much enthusiasn for starting a
program," Jaworski said. "When
I was recruited, the biggest thing
was that I could get in on the
ground floor; and I think the five of
us have done a great job setting the
foundation."
And in a few a months these

"first seniors''will be turning over
the reigns of their program
"Our underclassmen are
amazing and I don't know what
I would do without them on
and off the field," Jaworski said.
"This has been an experience I
will never forget."
Now four years later, with
the foundation in place, JMU has
seen its reputation grow from
an upstart program to one with
legitimate recognition, as the
Dukes were picked to finish second in the CAA after only three
years of existence.
"Hie further and further we
go, the more people identify us
a team," Burd said. "We recruit
more people from all over instead
of just the East Coast
"lfs exciting to look back
over four years and see what
we've accomplished. It's
great. We've come so far."
Staring down their final season at the JMU Softball Complex,
the seniors have a pact to stay on
the field as long as possible after
that final game—even if the bus
is leaving.
"They are going to have to
cut my jersey off my body,"
George said.

PUNCH: George, Carrera in
circle and box for Dukes
rV\CH,frompag<U
more easily than she does.
That's what I admire about her"
Although Carrera is known
for her intensity, she insists
that she still has fun.
'Tm serious when it comes to
playing, but you can't be too serious all the time," Carrera said.
Carrera even admits to telling Liz George jokes in the
circle to loosen her up.
With both players playing
multiple positions and their status as two of four co-captains,
the pressure can build.
"By pitching, you feel that the
games sometimes rest on- your
shoulders," Liz George said.
Flynn, however, is quick to
point out that Softball is a team

sport and each player has a
hand in the victory or the loss.
"Our philosophy is that our
pitchers are trying to keep us in
the games," she said. "There are
nine other people in the batting
Older that are responsible for winning the game. I'm not going to
downplay the significance of their
role, but I'm not going to put the
success of the team on their shoulders. I don't believe all that"
Corning off a 30-32 campaign
last season, JMU was picked to
come in second in the CAA in
2005, but the Dukes have their
sights set slightly higher.
"It used to be about stepping stones because we were
so young," Carrera said. "But
now we want to win it all."

Fraternity/Sorority Life
2005 Excellence Awards
>rnitya|Ki<
fa of the Year
Christopher
jr Gamaitoni,
Gamaitc. Sigma Chi

Outstan dinfll BW Member
in^^itty
Elizabeth Glaeser, Alpha Sigma Tau

Sorority V
^^
Kathryn Murphy,
rphy, Alpha Sigma Alpha

Ou tstandjfaraternity
Volun
)lunt^Rf the
th< Year

Outstand
in

Member
ity

Nick Harris. Pi Kappa Alpha

Bryan Lynch, Sigma Nu

Outstandinto IP** r Member
-F?'rWfiiity

OutstafljJKE Sorority

David Bilbrough, Theta Chi

Volunteer*! the Year

Outstanding

tor Mei iber

Melanie Rudolph, Zeta Tau Alpha

Living thejHfcui - Sorority

Kelley Moyers, Zeta Tau Alpha

f the Year

Tracey Coronado, Sigma Kappa

Living the HH - Fraternity

Theta Chi

Shomik Niyogi, Theta Chi

2005 Soroifcf the Year
Zeta Tau Alpha

AKA * AX * KA * KAP * KZ * TTKA * nKO * IE * YN
I<f>E * III * OX * TKE * ZBT * AO * AIA * AIT * AAA
AT* IK * III * ZTA
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Political

Pursuit

Students embark on political journey with semester in D.C.
Story by staff writer Katie Kellogg • Graphics by art director Jenny Chanthapanya

Just a few yards from the President of the United States, senior
Ashley Prime stood in awe. Prime traveled to New York to watch
as lieorge W Bush delivered his speech at the Republican National
^3&
Convention. "It was hard to concentrate on what [the President) was
W^
saying because he was only a 25 feet away." Prime said. "I was like.
'1 can't believe this is happening,'" For Prime, it was a lifelong dream
come true to see a U.S. president speak.
Political conventions, congressional hearings, meetings with heads of state — not exactly a
typical day in the life of a JMU student. But for those participating in the Washington Semester
program, however, events such as these were all in a day's work.
The Washington Semester allows students to earn six credits working as full-time interns
in Washington, D.C, as well as take two additional courses.
Students participating in the fall semester are typically political science majors, and those
who choose to take advantage of the program in the spring often are involved in international
affaire. However. David Jones, professor in residence of the Washington Semester and assistant
professor of political science, said the Washington program could benefit a variety of majors,
including English, history, SMADand anthropology.
Students are responsible for finding their own internships, allowing them to coordinate
their internships to their particular career goals. Previous internships have included one at
the White House, U.S. Senate, news organizations such as MSNBC and CNN and advocacy
groups, like Amnesty International and the Human Rights Campaign.
Senior Kris Russell, a history major, interned for the White House in the Office of the
Vice President. "I've always had a strong interest in politics, and I wanted to experience
what it would be like working in the government first hand," he explained. Russell was in
charge of making sure that when Vice President Dick Cheney went anywhere, everything
was set up properly for him and that the Secret Service were in place. He also worked in
Legislative Affairs to develop and pass legislation.
Earning real-world experience in politics, as well as building powerful connections, is
clearly one of the draws of the program. "Students learn what it is like being a full-time
worker in politics," Jones said. "For most students, it is their first introduction into the real
world. They get the chance to learn who they are."
Russian native Anna Balishina ('04) said, "When you take classes, it is all theory. But
when you do an internship, it is totally different." Today. Balishna is living and working
in D.C. at PBN, a public relations firm, utilizing the skills she learned while she was an
intern for Virginia Senator George Allen last spring.
Prime also felt that the Washington Semester helped prepare her for life after graduation. "I'm constantly talking to people I met while I was in D.C," Prime said. "I know I

will have a job when I go back in June or May."
Another draw of the program is the opportunity to live in D.C. Senior political science
4
major Candace
Turitto participated in the Washington Semester program this past
fall. "I really loved D.C. The first thing I am going to do after graduation is
move back to D.C." Turitto said.
Students live in JMU-owned housing in the Boston University
Center in Woodley Park. "Living in the city is a major
'
_ _
asset" Jones said. "Many students, when the program
%^™
is finished, decide that this is what they want to do
__
£ t0l
live and work in D.C."
%?y
^^
While political discussions in the
■ Wp
house could get heated .it
_ ^_
times, students
%^ W
agreed that
despite
• ^^
a few heated
™
debates in the
classroom, political affiliation didn't harm their friendships. "I saw the importance of
having friends in another party," Prime
'
said. "It is important to meet people with
different political beliefs."
Although the program offers students an
anw.ing opportunity, the workload can be intense.
Students are expected to work full time Mondays
•
through Thursdays, and take their classes in the evenings
and on Fridays. Still, students say the workload was difficult
but manageable. "Teachers respected that you had a job and knew
that was was your first priority," said Russell.
Those students who have participated in the Washington Semester are left with an experience they will never forget. "1 have talked to other people who have participated in the program and we have all agreed that DC was the pinnacle of JMU," Turitto said.
Balishina agreed. "Washington semester changed my life," she said. "It made me
decide to finish school in Virginia. Otherwise, 1 probably would have gone back to
Russia to complete my studies."

•F

"Be the change vou wish to sec in the world, " join our team at...

JAMES
MADISON
UNIVERSITY.
Now Hiring
for the
2005-2006
academic
year:

Community Service-Learning

Service Coordinators
Coordinate the service-learning needs of students,
faculty, and community agencies through classroom visits, community agency contacts, student
placement and reflection sessions.

ASB Coordinators

IT Coordinator

Facilitate student leadership development
and logistics of the JMU Alternative
Spring Break Program. Must have led a
JMU Alternative Spring Break or similar

Facilitates technology needs of
students, faculty and staff within
the Community Service-Learning
Office.

experience.

[Applications are available starting February 7
and will be due by 5pm on February 23. For
more information about the positions, please
visit www.imu.edu/csl or call 568-6366.

Please Stop by Wilson 204 to pick
up an application.
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Same-sex relationships 'cosmically different' for guys, girls
BY KEM LYNCH

contributing writer
"Men are from Mars, Women are from
Venus" Now, I have never read this book and
I am not sure how men and women compare to
the solar system. However, like most people, I get
the point. Men and women are cosmically different. They see the universe from different spectrums — especially in relationships. This does
not necessarily mean romantic relationship, but
also how they interact in relationships with their
friends. It basically comes down to overanalyzing versus oversimplifying. For instance, a word
like "fine" could mean a dozen things for a girl
while having one meaning for a boy.
Girls tend to talk to their friends about almost
anything, typically in over-exaggerating detail.
"After I've had a crazy night I can't wait to tell
my friends all about it" sophomore Tina Miller

said. In fact girls not only want to tell their
friends everything that happened, but then they
analyze it and want their friends to analyze it
as well. "I need that extra reassurance from my
friends," Miller said. "I like hearing what they
have to say and the advice they can give me."
Girls like this support from their friends
because they can often misinterpret scenarios. "I
will replay the same incident in my head until I
have mentally thought of every explanation or reason for it" sophomore Callan Simmins said. "Even
if, I know there isn't one." Most girls, whether or
not they admit it think the same way. "I think

girls get fixed on the smallest detail, and drag it
out to all possible conclusions," Simmins said.
If only boys were they same way. They,
on the other hand, talk to each other for basic
information. Itmaynotbebecausetheydon'tcare,
but rather they don't need the extra detail in epic
sfory format. They just want a get-to-the-point
synopsis of what'happened "I generally think
most guys prefer a summary-style explanation
because they don't get as emotionally involved
as girls do in most situations," sophomore Ion
Greenwood said. This doesn't mean that boys are
heartless — they just think differently than the
Cical female. "[Guys] would just rather get to
bottom line then try to figure out how people
are feeling on a subject" Greenwood said.
On the other hand, another reason why boys
may not be emotional with each other is the
stigma associated with it. Boys aren't supposed
to share their feelings and emotions witn other

boys. Maybe this is a reason why some guys
become so dependent on their girlfriends "I can
talk to my girlfriend about most anything. Girls
are just good listeners," sophomore Michael
Chupka said. Though boys aren't generally as
emotional as girls, they may use their girlfriends
as a way to satisfy any emotional needs they
may harvest. "I feel like relationships with your
girlfriend touches more personal issues than just
hanging out with your friends," Chupka added.
Regardless, discrepancy between men and
women appears to be common knowledge,
whatever "planet" we come from. People get
too caught up in which gender is "wrong" when
they need to realize that we are just different.
"We know that men and women are different,"
sophomore Matt Stewart said. "But 1 think the
phrase 'Men are from Mars and women are from
Venus' has been drilled into our minds for so
long, it has become socially acceptable."

REVIEW

■""FEVER

'Rule of Four' melds
mystery, substance
BY ERIN WEIRETER

staff writer
For the past few months, my reading habits have been
typified by a certain genre — I admit I have been insanely
caught up in the action/adventure/thriller novels that
have become so popular as of late. I have read every Dan
Brown book I can get my hands on and have scanned
the aisles of Bames & Noble looking for similar reading,
which, let me assure you, is readily
available.
'aaiiy avaiiaDIt'.
Yet as much as I enjoy
those Dan Brown books, I'm
starting to think there's not
too much to them. Don't get
me wrong — they are absolutely captivating reads,
so much so that I've been
known to literally drop my
other commitments just to finish a chapter or two. What
they lack, however, is substance and staying power. I
began to crave the substance of a different kind of novel.
You finish Dan Brown novels, think about how
amazing the story was, and then you're done. His books
move so quickly that remembering any of the plot details
seems like a lost cause.
I refuse to believe I'm the only one that feels this
way. Almost everyone I know has at least read "The Da
Vinci Code" (some even claim it's their favorite book,
according to their Facebook profiles), but if you ask
one of these people what exactly happened, I'm sure
they would be hard pressed to remember details.
Admit it you know someone like this. 1 know I do.
So I've gotten antsy. Maybe I've been spoiled — I didn't
discover Dan Brown until after many of his books were published, so getting my fill was easy. All I did was read mem
right after another. But the lack of substance is getting boring.
I found the thrill I was looking for in Ian Caldwell
and Dustin Thomason's "The Rule of Four." I picked this
book up during one of my many searches through bookstores and was truly impressed. This book has all the
same elements of an engaging novel — murder, mystery,
deception — yet it takes the time to fully explain itself.
Paul Harris is weeks from graduation at Princeton
University, and is on the brink of finishing his thesis. Paul
studied the Renaissance text "Hypernerotomachia Polophili"
long before his years at Princeton. The encyclopedic-type text
has its origins in the Florentine Humanist movement Hidden
within the text is a series of riddles and puzzles, which sup
posedly lead to an ancient crypt filled with treasure. Paul has
spent his collegiate years trying to uncover these mysteries,
yet just as he seems to be on the cusp of discovery, a shocking
muroer takes place and sets the story in action.
I finished this book and, for once, when I was done,
felt like I had come away with something worthwhile.
Regardless of how historically accurate Sis book may
be, what I read stayed with me because the authors were
diligent enough to thoroughly explain what was going
on. While similar books I've read took liberties to make
the plot more interesting, this book stood out with its
adherence to historical accuracy.
No. this book is not nearly as fast-paced as a typical
Dan Brown book but trust me when I say it is much more
enjoyable. Go ahead, ask me what happened in The Rule
of Four." I guarantee I can tell you.

WH6KILIED..
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Ai.hx SIDNEY
senior writer
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Its tunes may not have you burning up the dance floor,
but at the very least, British rock band The Zutons will have
you grooving in your chair.
The Zutons were nominated for the "Breakout Art of
the Year" Brit Award for its first album, "Who Killed ... The
Zutons." The band blends classic rock, funk and jazz to create a
unique sound that fits perfectly with lead singer Dave McCabe's
mellow, soulful voice. He's supported by Boyan Chowdhury on
lead guitar, Abi Harding on saxophone, Russ Pntchard on bass
guitar and Sean Payne on drums and percussion.
Don't get the impression the band creates light, chill-out music
though. It has a punk feel with an un-punk sound — you feel like
you're listening to a punk record until you realize the singer isn't
yelling at you and no one's told you to turn down the volume yet.
The band's punk feel and classic-rock, jam-band mix would
fit in at a party or in a coffee shop. The band isn't overly aggressive, but "You Will You Won't" and "Long Time Coming" are both
solid jams that wouldn't have seemed out of place on me radios in
the '60s. It might remind you of the Rolling Stones or the Talking
Heads if you devote a little thought to it, and "Pressure Point" will

have you thinking of Led Zepplin.
"Havana Gang Brawl" and "Dirty Dancehall" are nearly
danceable — especially if you're familiar with the ska music scene.
"Zuton Fever" is an addictive piece of work that you won't mind
having stuck in your head for a week — which easily will happen
The music generally is light-hearted and each song has a unique
sound that matches the lyrics flawlessly. Songs like Pressure
Point" where you can feel McCabe's tension in the music, and
"Not a Lot to Do," which feels like a lazy summer day are exactly
what you'd expect them to sound like based on the titles.
Trie band's lyrics don't delve too deeply into social commentary.
Also, there only are two songs that come dose to being love songs
— "Railroad" and "Confusion" Thankfully, neither become whiny
or annoying. In some songs, the lyrics get a little dark, especially in
"Nightmare Part D," but overall the band is upbeat in tone and style.
"Not a Lot to Do" and "Moons and Horror Shows" do slow
down the pace of the record, but in them the band explores
some country and soul sounds that aren't as much fun as the
rest of its music but are worth relaxing to.
It may be obvious by now, but The Zutons' style is all
over the place. Even with its cacophony of stolen genres. The
Zutons have succeeded in creating a unique rock sound.

2 for '10
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2 Medium, 1-Topping Pizzas

Dukes Liberty
710 Port Republic Rd. ...

Still hungry? Try our

Sun.-Wed. barn-Midnight .•'
Thur.-Sat. 24 hours.
*L

New Papa's Buffalo Wings
Spicy Buffalo or Mild Chipotle BBQ
Served with Blue Cheese or Ranch Sauce

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Monday-Thursday
10:30 am-1:30 am

Lunch and Late-Night Specials!

433-PAPA

io3o am-1230 am

www.papajohns.coni

433-7272

^L
'■' yL '•'' J± '•"'
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New «?m>items:

Hr^
^L

8.h one is free.

Soup, Tuscan Ham at SWIM Club, Buffalo Chicken
k Provolone Sub, Durango Roast Beef & Cheddar

Sub, and Baja Turkey & Provolone Sub

Ask about our

Friday-Saturday
10:30 am-3:30 am

Frequent Buyers Club Cards
Buy 7 subs,

3' and 6' Party Subs available

Serving breakfaSt

all day!
Sub prices start at $3.79
(make a combo for just $1.00 morel

We Accept

Now Hiring!
FLEX accepted

540-433-5566
I

Classifieds
THREE BEDROOM 2 1/2 BAIII.
1'nivereily Court, $270 Lach Large
room. Available Aujuit. 433-2221
OLDS.HIGII.9Bira6oMS.2luu.-hcm.
>ll appliances, hardwood floors. DM ml
Mred parking. August lease. 568-3068
STUDENT
FRIENDLY
HOI SIS
a
Elizabeth.
W.
Water,
3-4
hedrooms.
879-9947

DESPERATELY NEEDTO SUBLEASE
Need a room? Room available ASAP
- rera negotiable - close to campus
- internet - cable - furniture ■ washer
dryer - free parking - cult house in
a great neighborhood - call or email
fe»*jaK«tyaiii.n*r (703) 915-1321
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT. Walking
Distance. E Grattan. Utilities included.
Available 2(11)5. $650
828-0464

DOWNTOWN
73A
E.
Market,
2
bedroom.
450/mo,
ytar/leaac,
August
includes
utilities,
DSL
wired, nice deck (540) 433-0984

5
BEDROOM.
2
BATH,
N.
HIGH,
Utilities
included.
$325
each Available July I
821-0464

APARTMENTS
*-Ms*' ifoundlhti net

FOR
(540)

RENT
433-7325

HELP WANTED
WAITRESSES
NFEDED.
Apply
at
Jeu'
Lunch
II.
Freshmen,
Sophomores,
Juniors
preferred

4 BEDROOM HOUSE! bathroom,
laundry, basement, parents co-sign, lease,
deposit. $900/monlh. Comer Maryland
Ave and South High Street. 434-8884

IIIKEI
BEDROOM TWO BATH.
Patio,
Washer/Dryer,
University
Place, Available January I 433-2221

IK

MR \ at Mhaal s ' men .mil ajvjaMai
:nc summer employment.

M*A provides:
canattng. kayaking, rafting, river
rubmg, bus lours and Rock ,-lintnmr
adventures.

SERVICES

MRA is located across from
Massanutten Resort.

Employees mat be moimsud,
enthusiastic, self managed, and have a
good driving record.
289-4066 www.CANOE4U.com
MauanutlenRiver&aol com

IMIDROOMHOI SI.SmallBaaemem.
W I). 280 W Wolfe Available 6/1/05.
128-0464
5511 V.
bedroom,
A( UNI .
433-0984

JOB

Majauatte Rher AdvoMwo,

SUBLET ROOM AT SUN< II \SI
Apartments
through
August.
300/
rno
obo.
(434)
971-1230

i UK HOUSE, good condition. WD,
available 8/17, $725, (540) 433-1569

HI IKK FROM JMU
I in.cm. next to Harrison, 2
•V II
Deck. yard-August (540)

St M\UK

THE BREEZE

ATTENTIONSummer
Camp
Counselors Wanted - AC AC Paaaaal
and Wellness Centers m Charluttesvillc.
Virginia is seeking committed Summer
Camp Counselors from June 6th through
August 26th. 2005 Earn from S7 - $9.50
per hour, depending on experience It
you are creative, exciting and energized.
ACAC has an opportunity for you.
Full-time with benefits! Applications

HAM- M.KI-.AI SPRING SEMESTER
4 fun F looking for Mil- in Hunters
KiJstc Apt (or Spring Sem. $250 •
I tiliue>l('onuctAndrea(H04)339-l299

can be found oa our website at
Hny-ocflr com. Please forward to ACAC

2 BR TOWNHOUSE, close to t
available 7 1. $585, (540) 433-1569

LIFEGUARDS/POOL MANM.IKV
Now hiring for summer 2005 NoVa
areas' Competitive Pay! Call now or

2 BEDROOM SMALL APARTMENT,
I Mimes
Included.
Available
8/105,
$500
month
828-0464

visit website!
v.ww.premier411.com
l-877-SEE-POOL
(703)
426-1406

Human
Square.

Resources. 500 Albemarle
Charloacaville. VA 22901.

Make
H » »

$75 taking aursc
O.i Paid To Til ink com

CAMPTAKAJOFORBOVSNAPLES.Mainc
Tnpp Lake Camp for Gab. Poiaad, Maine
Ptcturesque lakefront locations, exceptional
facilM Mid-June thru rmdAuauat. Over
100 counselor poauuas in lent swaraning,
land apom, »a» spm, tncraaa, caajmt skilu.
theatre am, fine ant rntisic. nature <ud>.nmn>.
secrelarial Call Takajo at 80O-2SM252 Call
Tnpp
Or

Lake
apply

at

HO-997-4147
on-lme
al

wtvulatifoom or »w*tnfM>talecampcom
BARTENDING! 1250/day Potential.
No experience neceaaary. training
provided
(800) 965-6520 Exl2l2

■

■

Sill PI k HOI H KIR I NDFRCOVFR
SIIOITISU

WANTED: NUDE MODELS FOR
ART Classes S9 OOVhr. No experience
necessary. Pan-time work, ir you are
interested or would like more information
and are available [or all or part of the
following times, contact the person
indicated. Monday Wednesday, 10:45
a.m. to 12:15p.m.,contact I nn/umwalt
al 433-4043
Tueeday Thursday.
1.30 to 5 p.m. contact David Baecorn
ihascomdsiajmu edu)
or 476-2337

M00
GROUP
FUNDRAISER
Scheduling Bonus • 4 hours of your
group's time PLUS our free (yes, free)
fundraising solution* EQUALS 11,00052,000 in earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for a S600 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with
CampusFundraiser
CimpusFundraiaer. (888)
or

visit

Contact
923-3238.

>•-*■* campushindrauercim

SKYDIVE! One day first Tandem
jumps from 13,500'
from our 22
jumper
aircraft
Gift
Certificates!
877-DIVESKY
(877-348-3759)

■

TRAVEL

SPRING
BREAK
SPECIALS'
Panama City A Dayton* 7 Nights,
6
Free
Parties
SI 59'
Cancun.
Jamaica, Acapulco,
Naaiau $499
ItKluding Air! Bahamas Cruise $299!
SpringBrvakTravel com (800)678-6386

wishing to adopt an infant. Willing to
pay medical and legal expenses. Call
Collect. Bob and Dianne(4l0)848-89I5.

(800)

R? RT Computer Systems
o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs

BAHAMAS
SPRING
BRI Al,
CRUISE 5 Days $299! Includes
Meals, Parties with Celebrities As
Seen On Real World. Road Rules,
Bachelor! Award Winning Company!
SpnngBreakTravel com (800) 678-6386
*~l
NAOS
HEAD
STUDENT
SUMMER Rentals, seabreezerealty
com
for
pictures.
252-235-6328

426-7710

Get 50% ofFValenrinc's
Day Personal Ads in the
February 14th issue of1
The Breeze .

loin America's #1 Tour Operator.
Cancun, Acapulco, lamaica.
Bahamas, Florida.

Will you be

my Valentine?

Sell trips, earn cash •> travel free!
1-800-1548-4849

Bahamas Party

Cruise $299
Cancun $469
Jamaica $469
LOMCt Meat On Spring Bnak . GUARAMTFF0
■annum In tmi »m Ovm*******-**, fr—.

■vww.SpflnilrMkTr«v«l.ca>*

1-800-678-6386

GR£ND
Home Furnishings
AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION

Love Pats
Dedications
Invitations
Proposals
Sweet Nothings
Love notes
etc.
Ads must be 20 wordi or more
and must be subraittrd by
Feb. 1 lifa ai 5 p-m. CiO 568-6127
or e-raai injeajt^jmuia
for more information.

Quality Items For Your
Home Including
•
•
•
•
•

Living Room
Dining Room
Bedroom
Recliners
Mattresses

• Outdoor Furniture
• Accessories
• And More
2080 EVELYN BYRD AVE
(Behind Valley Mall)
HARRISONBIIRG, VA

Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts
540-442-7335
Mon-Fri 9-6 . Sat 10-5

PERSONALS

STS TRAVEL

SPRING
1 BREAK!

SPRING BREAK 2005 Get oui
ol the snow. Into the sand... Only
6 weeks
left
Lowest
Prices.
Biggest
Parties.
Earn
2
Free
Tnpt. Exclusive with Sun Splash
Tours.
*-•<-* tunsplaskioun.com

ADOPTION Loving, childless couple

• 1-SPRINC. BREAK VACATIONS!
I MflaaX Jii'i.iK.i.A.a|'ii:.,i. (Lilian .1- A
Florida! Best Parties. Beat Hotels, Best
Price.1 Book Now!!! I-8OO-234-70O7
www endlesssummertoars.com

COMPUTER PROBLEMS''PCcleanup,
virus and spyware removal, general
computer help I make housecalls $25/
hr Friendly PC Solutions 421-0563

*v.v. StortResearch com

WANTED

\www.thebneze.org | THURSDAY, FEB. 10, 2005 | 15

In Kroger Shopping Center
Beside Plan 9 Music

(540) 434-7619

Yellow Cab

Open on

(540)434-2515

V alentine's D ay!

Radio Dlapatched
Service to all major alrporta

Dinner for two

Wheelchair acceeaibla vahiclaa

Prompt, Courteous Service

>peciau

24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

SnenanloaL

Leonard W. Aamodt. MD. F ACOG
Evan V. Forsnes, MD, F ACOG
Martha A. Jones, CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L Schminkey, CNM, MPH
Ann M. Schaef fer, CNM, MED

Profeaaeonae Can with a Penoeval Touch

Annual Gyn Exim

Insurance and

Birth Control

Major Credit

Colposcopy

Cards Accepted

Breast Exams

119 University Blvd., Suite B
Harrisonbuig. VA 22801-3753
Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
www.swhc.net

^***
,5LUENILE
^kM
V

ttri^Srr*
™p^^

NormaliHours
Tue-Thurs
JJ-Q
m Jri-Sat
11-10
SUH
12 9
'
ClosedMondays
(Oj>en~Va(entiness Day)

(54o)-432-^K1

1251 "Virginia Ave
iHarrxsonburg, VjA
■BCiieMleTC&gma il.com

LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENTWASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

mmttmm
ii ftJWWMiT WinMC
1110 Virginia Ave (RT42 North)
3171 SMainSt(RT11 South)
1926 Deyerle Ave (Behind Valley Mall)
1041 W Market St (RT33 West)

(540) 433-5800
www.miraclecarwashonline.com

LESSON #2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SAVE MONEY'
Every 6 wash is free
^^
Prepaid option (20% student bonus with ID)
See attendant or on the web at www miraclewashcard com

LESSON It 3. SPOT FREE RINSE ■ LESS WORK = MORE PL A Yf

10, 2005

THURSDAY, FEB.

ITHE BREEZE

|16

YES, YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL
Office
Moi
day 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

GREAT PRICE
GREAT LOCATION
GREAT SIZE
m GREAT SERVICE
"f\
GREAT PARKING

- 5 p.m.

The
Mill Jm
APARTMENTS M

GREAT PLAGE

V\S

VMlApartiw

FREE PHONE/CABLE/ETII ERNE
Private Line in Each Bedroom

irrisonburg
.com
email: thcniilkiptsMyahoo.com

tivation Maintenance FeeRequii

TAN FAST
k

SIMMONS CUT & TAN

(Students Best Place
Powerful Bulbs • StudflfcjSp
"Save $$ We C

Hometown Music
CUITAHS, AMPS, DRUMS,

Pfi

»NP MOM

«ri«w.honielo»fnnnnic.nel

[ALVAREZ MASTERWORKS SERIES

Mislnm taout $50 H< Km
Uw M* HM hr H may Hni u yoa

\u Soiie Wow OaiTAKt STAurm AT $529

w/ID
»Ma tot
kbhM

4

M'

I 0«»/ Swmrf 8, Feel
See homptownmu5ic.net for a complete
list of sale items & info on new stuff

3 skin shades darker

9.99
i.com
Pressure Bed
ilar tanning beds

630 North Main St.
B'idgewater. Va 'AWP
828.2338
■£■»

'i<~ ^j
Walk-ins Welcome

SAVE AN EXTRA 10%
ON AW PURCHASE.

Rf y tWT H IpfflM It Ifly MINT

•Am, MpfeM AttMttt or iptM
M trwlou MIM or liyiwijt.
EjtpirM Satar^av 2/19/05
Hmri: Mon-Frl 10-6; Sit 10-5

I434-4IS9 • 2990 S Mill. Strut

Get the apartment
of your dreams....

150 East Wolfe St.
Near Klines Ice Cream
432.6076

JAskt jour rtstrvatim now jpr our sped

'SwttitMtojt(M
%* Crakn di 'UMC 1%**

E«

ithQQ.
love with

-Asnay.

CTISSBM

CdXM^HpmmUm

W>

M A OWS 0 N
GRILL

Then join iw for
President's Day!

President's Day Dinner Special
Buy One Entree,
Get25%offona2,dEntree
(2- otrte nut be purchtrd*Ike i

ftr*tat*(*Mif**Mr
«Pcftraary2tarii;eta25%
IMIS6CBM tttttf.

WmMnK

1191 Devon Lan^^
Harrisonburg, VA

432-1001

